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SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 8/22/17
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (8864) 13.5 hours • 11 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781504779951 $109.00 L 9781504779975 $29.95  

“EVERY KARIN SLAUGHTER NOVEL IS A CAUSE FOR CELEBRATION.”
—KATHY REICHS, #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

THE GOOD DAUGHTER
A Novel
By Karin Slaughter
Reader to be announced 

The stunning new novel from the international #1 bestselling 
author—a searing, spellbinding blend of cold-case thriller and 
psychological suspense.

Two girls are forced into the woods at gunpoint. One runs for 
her life. One is left behind …

Twenty-eight years ago, Charlotte and Samantha Quinn’s happy 
small-town family life was torn apart by a terrifying attack on their 
family home. It left their mother dead. It left their father—Pikeville’s 
notorious defense attorney—devastated. And it left the family frac-
tured beyond repair, consumed by secrets from that terrible night.

Twenty-eight years later, and Charlie has followed in her father’s 
footsteps to become a lawyer herself—the ideal good daughter. But 
when violence comes to Pikeville again—and a shocking tragedy 
leaves the whole town traumatized—Charlie is plunged into a night-
mare. Not only is she the first witness on the scene, but it’s a case 
that unleashes the terrible memories she’s spent so long trying to 
suppress. Because the shocking truth about the crime that destroyed 
her family nearly thirty years ago won’t stay buried forever …

Packed with twists and turns, brimming with emotion and heart, 
The Good Daughter is fiction at its most thrilling.

“KARIN SLAUGHTER HAS – BY FAR – THE BEST NAME OF ALL OF US MYSTERY NOVELISTS.  
MORE TO THE POINT, THE GOOD DAUGHTER IS KARIN SLAUGHTER’S MOST AMBITIOUS, 

MOST EMOTIONAL, AND BEST NOVEL. SO FAR, ANYWAY.”
—JAMES PATTERSON, #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

KARIN SLAUGHTER is the New York Times and #1 internationally 
bestselling author of over a dozen thrillers, including the Will Trent 
and Grant County series. A longtime resident of Atlanta, she splits 
her time between the kitchen and the living room.

“SIMPLY THE BEST BOOK YOU’LL READ ALL YEAR.  RAW, POWERFUL AND UTTERLY GRIP-
PING - YET WRITTEN WITH A TENDERNESS AND EMPATHY THAT WILL BREAK YOUR HEART”

—KATHRYN STOCKETT, #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
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Loved
The House of Night Other World Series, 
Book 1
by P. C. Cast and Kristin Cast
Reader to be announced

It’s Zoey’s eighteenth birthmas, and the 
Nerd Herd has been scattered across 
the country busily adulting for almost a 
year when Stark calls them back to Tulsa 
to surprise Z. But all is not well in T-town. 
Strange, dark signs are appearing—
could it be possible Neferet is stirring?

• Print run: 100,000

• #1 New York Times and #1 USA Today bestselling authors 

• The House of Night Other World series features many beloved 
characters from the House of Night series

• 2017 marks the ten-year anniversary of the House of Night series

• The House of Night series has sold over 20 million books worldwide and 
across all formats

“Twilight meets Harry Potter.”
—MTV.com, praise for the House of Night series

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/11/17 • YOUNG ADULT (12–17)
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / FANTASY / GENERAL • (ahrr) 9 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538429983 $76.00 L 9781538430002 $29.95

N 9781538451564 $79.99

The Late Show
by Michael Connelly
Read by Katherine Moenning

Renée Ballard catches two cases she 
doesn’t want to part with: the brutal 
beating of a prostitute and the killing of 
a young woman in a nightclub shooting. 
Against orders and her own partner’s 
wishes, Ballard works both cases by day 
while maintaining her shift by night.

• Print run: 950,000

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Connelly introduces a tough, savvy young female detective and brings 
us back inside the LAPD

• The Wrong Side of Goodbye debuted at #1 and spent twelve weeks on 
the New York Times bestseller list

• Connelly’s books have sold over 60 million copies worldwide

“A Michael Connelly novel is a thing of cool beauty, 
meticulously plotted, rigorously controlled.”

—Chicago Tribune, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/18/17
FICTION / THRILLERS • (agji) 11 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781478992059 $100.99 L 9781478992066 $44.99

House of Spies
A Novel
The Gabriel Allon Series, Book 17
by Daniel Silva
Read by George Guidall

Daniel Silva, #1 New York Times 
bestselling author, delivers another 
spellbinding thriller, the seventeenth 
novel in his acclaimed series focused 
on Gabriel Allon, the “Israeli assassin–
art restorer facing new, real-world 
complexities” (Politico).

• Print run: 500,000

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of spy thrillers by John le Carré, John Sandford,  
and Brad Thor

• Silva’s Facebook fan count has increased from 6,200 to 42,000 over the 
course of five books

“The novel’s grand finale is heart-stopping.”
—Washington Post on The Black Widow

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/11/17
FICTION / THRILLERS / ESPIONAGE • (c87e) 15.5 hours • 10 CDs
 9780062354419 $86.99

Some Kind of Hero
The Reluctant Heroes Series, Book 2
by Suzanne Brockmann
Reader to be announced

Attorney Martell Griffin must protect 
his family member Berto Dellarosa 
from being murdered in a gangland-
style slaying. Vanishing is not an 
option—the only way out is for him to 
obtain incriminating evidence against 
the murderers and their crooked cop 
partners.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Do or Die was one of Kirkus Reviews’ Best Books of 2014

• Will appeal to fans of Elizabeth Lowell and Sandra Brown

• This new series is connected to Brockmann’s bestselling 
Troubleshooters series, which blends high-octane military action with 
thrilling romance

“The action is relentless and the passion runs deep.”
—Fresh Fiction on Breaking the Rules

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/11/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / SUSPENSE • (7913) 12 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781481505154 $118.00 L 9781481505161 $29.95

N 9781538451571 $94.99
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Two Nights
A Novel
by Kathy Reichs
Reader to be announced

Sunday Night is a talented, tough 
woman with physical and psychological 
scars and a killer instinct. She has spent 
years running from her past. But after 
a bomb explosion leaves a girl missing, 
the family needs Sunnie’s help. And it 
might just lead her to the truth about 
herself.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Based on Reichs’ own experience as a renowned forensic 
anthropologist, her novels stay scrupulously close to science 

• Will appeal to fans of Crash and Burn by Lisa Gardner and Die Again by 
Tess Gerritsen

• Reichs’ novels and her own life are the basis for the television show Bones

“Sunday Night is the classic tough woman who won’t look 
back…[until] an exploding bomb leaves a girl missing.”

—Library Journal

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/11/17
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (c61y) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs
 9780804147866 $86.99

Paradise Valley
A Novel
The Cassie Dewell Series, Book 3
by C. J. Box
Reader to be announced

As Cassie closes in on the serial killer 
she’s been hunting for years, the 
troubled teen she’s taken under her 
wing goes missing. Cassie must take 
down a killer who is as ruthless as he is 
cunning. But can she do it alone, without 
losing her own humanity or her own life?

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Library marketing campaign and blog outreach

• National print, radio, and online publicity

• National radio advertising

• Early reader reviews

• Author website: CJBox.net

“Suspenseful—you can’t put it down.”
—Library Journal (starred review) on Badlands

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / GENERAL • (c7rl) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 9781427285775 $86.99

Blame
by Jeff Abbott
Reader to be announced

Two years ago, Jane Norton crashed her 
car on a lonely road, killing her friend 
David and leaving her with amnesia.  
At first, everyone was sympathetic.  
Then they found Jane’s note: I wish we 
were dead together. Why was she with 
David? Did she really want to die?

• Abbott’s Adrenaline was an immediate bestseller, hitting the New York 
Times extended list at #23, followed by the USA Today and Publishers 
Weekly lists

• Abbott’s The Last Minute won the International Thriller Writers’  
Best Paperback Original Award

• Abbott has received a massive amount of praise and is a terrific  
self-promoter

“Mesmerizing, gripping, and claustrophobic…Blame is the 
perfect blend of complex characters, plot twists galore, and 

great psychological suspense. Don’t miss it.”
—Harlan Coben, #1 New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/18/17
FICTION / THRILLERS • (c3ld) 12 hours • 10 CDs
 9781478972112 $105.99 N 9781478972136 $79.99

The Marriage Pact
by Michelle Richmond
Reader to be announced

Jake and Alice join an exclusive, 
mysterious group known as the Pact, 
intent on safeguarding their marriage. 
They are initially seduced by the 
glamorous parties and their widening 
social circle of like-minded couples. And 
then one of them breaks the rules, with 
dire consequences.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Richmond’s latest story collection, Hum, received the Catherine 
Doctorow Innovative Fiction Prize

• Movie rights for The Marriage Pact were snapped up by Twentieth 
Century Fox

“The Marriage Pact is a tense, twisting, quirky novel of  
growing dread—and a love story with a richly imagined 

relationship…Thought-provoking and irresistible.”
—Dean Koontz, #1 New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (c16w) 14 hours • 11 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781504758581 $109.00 L 9781504758604 $29.95

N 9781538451588 $89.99
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His Guilt
The Amish of Hart County Series,  
Book 2
by Shelley Shepard Gray
Reader to be announced

Mark Fisher, who had left his home after 
being wrongly accused of assault, returns 
to Hart County. His situation complicates 
when a woman is attacked, and he, 
again, is a suspect. Mark must find the 
real culprit in order to clear his name and 
keep the woman dearest to him safe.

• Print run: 130,000

• New York Times and USA Today bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of Amish romance novels by Beverly Lewis, Beth 
Wiseman, Cindy Woodsmall, and Amy Clipston

• Gray is a two-time winner of the Holt Medallion

“Shelley Shepard Gray brings readers into the  
Amish world with style and grace.”

—Romantic Times, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/4/17
FICTION / AMISH & MENNONITE • (c7v2) 10.75 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538417492 $59.99 L 9781538417508 $39.99

The Big Lie
Exposing the Nazi Roots of the  
American Left
by Dinesh D’Souza
Reader to be announced

Dinesh D’Souza, author of three #1 New 
York Times bestsellers, now investigates 
the fundamental philosophical difference 
between conservatives, who believe in 
providing ladders for Americans to climb, 
and liberals, who believe in dragging 
Americans along with a rope.

• Print run: 300,000

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of Scalia’s Court by Antonin Scalia and Retaking 
America by Nick Adams

• The author’s books consistently receive strong praise from readers

“Utterly terrifying—and based on a true story.”
—William Peter Blatty, author of The Exorcist, on Hillary’s America

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/31/17
POLITICAL SCIENCE / POLITICAL IDEOLOGIES / CONSERVATISM & LIBERALISM 
(c5d0) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781470813857 $76.00 L 9781470813956 $29.95

The Reason You’re Alive
A Novel
by Matthew Quick
Read by R. C. Bray

Sixty-eight-year-old David has a brain 
tumor that he attributes to Agent 
Orange exposure. He wakes up from 
surgery repeating the name of a Native 
American soldier whom he was once 
ordered to discipline, and decides to 
return something precious he long ago 
stole from that man.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Print run: 45,000

• Optioned for film by Miramax with producer Allison Shearmur, known 
for The Hunger Games: Catching Fire 

• Novel reflects the deep cultural tensions embedded in America

“Inspiring…Matthew Quick has a way with  
wounded characters.” 

—Boston Globe on Love May Fail

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/4/17
FICTION / LITERARY • (c7wk) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538419144 $59.99 L 9781538419151 $39.99

The Breakdown
by B. A. Paris
Reader to be announced

Cass has been forgetting every little 
thing: where she left the car, if she 
took her pills, the alarm code, why she 
ordered a pram when she doesn’t have 
a baby. The only thing she can’t forget 
is that woman—the woman she might 
have saved—and the terrible guilt. 

• Behind Closed Doors, the author’s previous novel, was a New York Times 
bestseller

• Will appeal to fans of Chevy Stevens, Paula Hawkins, and Kathryn Croft

• National print and online advertising

• Online trade advertising

• BEA promotion

• Library marketing

“This is one readers won’t be able to put down.”
—Booklist (starred review) on Behind Closed Doors

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/18/17
FICTION / THRILLERS / PSYCHOLOGICAL • (c7s6) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 9781427286710 $86.99
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Down a Dark Road
The Kate Burkholder Series, Book 9
by Linda Castillo
Read by Kathleen McInerney

When a kidnapper releases Kate 
Burkholder unharmed, asking her to 
prove his innocence, Kate begins to 
wonder whether the police are hiding 
something, and she embarks on her 
own investigation to discover the truth. 

• New York Times bestselling author

• Castillo is the recipient of the Daphne du Maurier Award of Excellence 
and the Holt Medallion

• Previous entries in the Kate Burkholder series have become New York 
Times bestsellers

• National print and online publicity

• National author tour

“Chilling suspense and a nuanced portrait  
of the English-Amish divide.”

—People on Sworn to Silence

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/11/17
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / POLICE PROCEDURAL • (c7r9) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 9781427285836 $86.99

Nights of the Living 
Dead
by various authors
Edited by Jonathan Maberry and 
George A. Romero
Reader to be announced

A collection of all-new stories by some 
of today’s most important writers, Nights 
of the Living Dead returns to the night 
of the outbreak, to where it all began in 
George A. Romero’s landmark 1968 film.

• Jonathan Maberry is a New York Times bestselling author

• Iconic filmmaker George A. Romero is the godfather of zombies in 
popular culture

• National print publicity

• Blog outreach

• Social media outreach

“A blend of sf, horror, technothriller, and crime novel, this is 
one of the best adrenaline reads out there.”

—Library Journal (starred review) on Kill Switch by Jonathan Maberry

AVAILABLE 7/11/17
FICTION / HORROR • (bxf4) 11 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781504783118 $109.00 L 9781504783132 $29.95

N 9781538451595 $89.99

Bliss
by Lynsay Sands
Reader to be announced

Lady Tiernay was a beauty, but whoever 
married the nag would get a mixed 
blessing. And Lord Holden—could the 
rumors regarding his cold heart be lies? 
Heaven alone knew what would happen 
when the two foes were the last things 
between themselves and the passion 
they’d never known they wanted.

• Print run: 400,000

• New York Times and USA Today bestselling author

• Sands’ older titles are still fan-favorites and guaranteed to get readers 
excited

• Sands gets fantastic media coverage, including a recent video on Ellen

• National review attention

“A wonderfully funny, fast-moving story that’s  
an absolute delight throughout.”
—RT Book Reviews on Single White Vampire

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / HISTORICAL • (c7tq) 12.75 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538416051 $59.99 L 9781538416068 $39.99

Wildfire
The Hidden Legacy Series, Book 3
by Ilona Andrews
Reader to be announced

Just when Nevada Baylor has finally come 
to accept the depths of her magical 
powers, she also realizes she’s fallen in 
love. Connor “Mad” Rogan is in many 
ways her equal when it comes to magic, 
but she’s completely out of her elements 
when it comes to her feelings for him.

• Print run: 150,000

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Andrews writes the paranormal romances fans want: strong, emotional 
stories with heaps of humor and tons of creative world-building

• Andrews has a strong social media presence

• National review attention

“The stakes are high throughout, the action is tight,  
and the romance is steamy.”

—Booklist on Burn for Me

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / PARANORMAL • (c7xj) 12.75 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538420195 $59.99 L 9781538420201 $39.99
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Soul Cage
The Reiko Himekawa Series, Book 2
by Tetsuya Honda
Reader to be announced

Lieutenant Reiko Himekawa identifies  
a severed hand as belonging to build-
ing contractor Ken’ichi Takaoka, who  
is presumed dead. But a friend is  
shown photos of the victim and says 
it isn’t Takaoka. What has Himekawa 
stumbled into?

• Print run: 40,000

• Tetsuya Honda is a bestselling author in Japan

• National print and online publicity

• Will appeal to fans of the Akitada mysteries by L. J. Parker and  
True Crime by Lillian Lo

• Early reader review campaign

“Enthralling, fast paced, and intricately plotted,  
The Silent Dead kept me turning the pages.”

—Cara Black, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/18/17
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / POLICE PROCEDURAL 
(btse) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781504782975 $76.00 L 9781504782999 $29.95

Hell Divers II: Ghosts
The Hell Divers Trilogy, Book 2
by Nicholas Sansbury Smith
Read by R. C. Bray

When a mysterious distress signal calls 
the Hell Divers to the surface, Michael 
and his loyal team begin to uncover 
long-buried truths and the secrets 
Captain Jordan will do anything to keep. 
They dive so humanity survives … but 
will they survive the ultimate betrayal?

• From the USA Today bestselling author of Hell Divers, Trackers,  
and the Extinction Cycle series

• Outreach to author community via website, Facebook, and Twitter

• Hell Divers was honored as an “Audible Editors’ Pick of 2016” and  
an “Audible Best of 2016 Science Fiction”

• Author interviews and regional signings

• Social media campaign and giveaways

“Relentless action and danger… 
Hell Divers is one hell of a page-turner!”

—Bob Mayer, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/18/17
FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / APOCALYPTIC & POST-APOCALYPTIC  
(bts1) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781504726023 $76.00 L 9781504726047 $29.95

Things That Can and 
Cannot Be Said
Essays and Conversations
by Arundhati Roy and John Cusack
Read by the authors

In this rich dialogue on surveillance, 
empire, and power, Arundhati Roy and 
John Cusack describe joining with Daniel 
Ellsberg to meet with National Security 
Agency whistleblower Ed Snowden.

• Roy is a New York Times bestselling author and Cusack is an award-
winning actor

• Book is highly topical, with two prominent thinkers exploring political 
realities with one of the most polarizing figures of our age

• Will appeal to fans of the New York Times bestseller Pay Any Price by 
James Risen, Shadow Government by Tom Engelhardt, and Who Rules 
the World? by Noam Chomsky

“A statement on the surveillance state as it relates to  
war and peace in the twenty-first century… 

An unapologetically radical account.” 
—Shelf Awareness

AVAILABLE 7/11/17
PHILOSOPHY / POLITICAL • (c7ke) 1.5 hours • 2 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538411353 $28.00 L 9781538411377 $19.95

I Need a Lifeguard 
Everywhere but  
the Pool
The Amazing Adventures of an 
Ordinary Woman Series, book 8 
by Lisa Scottoline and  
Francesca Serritella
Read by the authors

Lisa and Francesca are back with another 
collection of warm and witty stories that 
will strike a chord with every woman. This 

seven-book series is among the best-reviewed humor books published today.

• New York Times bestselling authors

• Scottoline is an Edgar Award–winning author and a columnist for the 
Philadelphia Inquirer

• Serritella won the Thomas Temple Hoopes Prize, the Le Baron Russell 
Briggs Fiction Prize, and the Charles Edmund Horman Prize for her 
creative writing

• Will appeal to fans of Erma Bombeck and Nora Ephron

“The perfect present for moms, grandmas, and aunts.” 
—Cosmopolitan on the series

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/11/17
HUMOR / FORM / ESSAYS • (c7rb) 6 hours • 5 CDs
 9781427285904 $70.99
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The Cartel 7: Illuminati
Roundtable of the Bosses
The Cartel Series, Book 7
by Ashley & JaQuavis
Produced by Buck 50 Productions
Reader to be announced

Carter has no idea how to rebuild his kingdom, and 
now he must stay off the radar of the feds until he can 
figure out how to get his lady out of prison.

• New York Times bestselling authors

• Ashley & JaQuavis are known as the Dynamic Duo among fans of street lit

“An excellent, exciting read for newcomers, longtime  
Cartel followers, and all urban-lit fans.” 

—Booklist on The Cartel 6

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17
FICTION / URBAN LIFE • (c7lq) 10.75 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538412886 $100.00 L 9781538412909 $29.95

Deadfall
The Alexandra Cooper Series, Book 19
by Linda Fairstein
Reader to be announced

Assistant DA Alexandra Cooper has her work cut out for 
her after the murder of a New York City employee— 
with her investigation revealing a tangled mess of 
secrets tied to the illegal animal trade. 

• New York Times and USA Today bestselling author

• Linda is famous for her work as a prosecutor of sex crimes for the Manhattan 
District Attorney’s office

“Thrills, gossip, sex, history, self-righteous indignation…all whipped to a 
fine frenzy. Fairstein’s most potent cocktail.”

—Kirkus Reviews on Hell Gate

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / GENERAL • (c6v8) 10.5 hours • 9 CDs
 9781524775858 $86.99

Dark Rites
The Krewe of Hunters Series, Book 22
by Heather Graham
Reader to be announced

Vickie Preston’s friend Alex, victim of an assault, is 
now missing. Vickie and Special Agent Pryce head for 
the Massachusetts wilderness on the trail of a serial 
killer—and evil is waking.

• Print run: 400,000

• New York Times bestselling author

• Heather is a winner of the RWA’s Lifetime Achievement Award and the Thriller 
Writers’ Silver Bullet Award

“Graham stands at the top of the romantic suspense category.”
—Publishers Weekly, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / PARANORMAL • (c7df) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538409954 $59.99 L 9781538409961 $39.99

Watch Me Disappear
A Novel
by Janelle Brown
Read by Tavia Gilbert and Kaleo Griffith

A woman vanishes while hiking, leaving her husband 
and daughter on a quest for the truth about her past, 
their family, and the stories we tell ourselves about the 
people we love.

• Brown’s All We Ever Wanted Was Everything was a national bestseller

• Brown’s previous novel earned praise from the Los Angeles Times and the San 
Francisco Chronicle, as well as a starred review from Library Journal 

• Will appeal to fans of The Girl on the Train by Paula Hawkins

“A riveting, seductive read.”
—Sara Gruen, New York Times bestselling author

AVAILABLE 7/11/17
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (c629) 10.5 hours • 9 CDs
 9780525531968 $95.99

Goddess of Spring
The Goddess Summoning Series, Book 2
by P. C. Cast
Read by Caitlin Davies

To save her bakery, Lina exchanges souls with the 
Goddess of Spring, who will breathe new life into the 
business. While embodying the Goddess, Lina meets 
the handsome, brooding Hades.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• More titles in series are also available from Blackstone

• Will appeal to fans of Deborah Harkness and Melissa de la Cruz

• Author website: PCCastAuthor.com

“Sexy, charming, and fun.”
—Susan Grant, New York Times bestselling author, praise for the series

AVAILABLE 7/4/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / FANTASY • (c7dl) 12.5 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538410202 $90.00 L 9781538410226 $29.95

I’ll Always Have You
Once More with Feeling & Reflections
by Nora Roberts
Read by Angela Dawe and Amy McFadden

From legendary author Nora Roberts comes two 
reader-favorite stories: one about exes cowriting a film 
score, and the other about a dancer with no time for 
love—until she meets a handsome architect.

• Print run: 450,000

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of Kristan Higgins, Susan Elizabeth Phillips, J. D. Robb,  
and Victoria Dahl

“When it comes to compelling, entertaining tales, Roberts is peerless.”
—RT Book Reviews (4 stars), praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY • (bkpy) 12 hours • 10 CDs
 9781543600605 $44.99
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Until You Loved Me
The Silver Springs Series, Book 3
by Brenda Novak
Reader to be announced

Embarrassed following a one-night stand, Ellie Fisher 
ducks out the following morning, something that 
shouldn’t have been a problem … until a pregnancy 
test turns positive.

• Print run: 300,000

• New York TImes and USA Today bestselling author

• Brenda Novak has sold nearly 8 million books to date worldwide

• Will appeal to fans of Mariah Stewart, Barbara Freethy, and Susan Mallery

“Another engrossing addition to Novak’s addictive series.”
—Library Journal (starred review) on This Heart of Mine

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY • (c7dh) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538410011 $59.99 L 9781538410028 $39.99

Secrets of the Tulip Sisters
by Susan Mallery
Reader to be announced

Kelly Murphy’s life is turned upside down when the 
handsome Griffith, who’s set his sights on Kelly; and 
Olivia, her beautiful, wayward, and unwelcome sister 
surprisingly return home.

• Print run: 250,000

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Susan Mallery’s books have sold over 30 million copies

• Author website: SusanMallery.com

“Readers looking for sister relationships, wedding details,  
and steamy scenes will enjoy Mallery’s latest.”

—Kirkus Reviews

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/11/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY • (c7db) 13.5 hours • 11 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538409831 $59.99 L 9781538409848 $39.99

Deadly Medicine
The Capital Crimes Series, Book 29
by Margaret Truman and Donald Bain
Read by Dick Hill

Greed, betrayal, and murder are in adundant supply 
as PI Robert Brixton investigates a pharmaceutical 
company whose chief researcher turns up dead after 
developing a new painkiller.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Donald Bain collaborated on all of Truman’s bestselling books and has 
continued the beloved series after her passing

• Other books in the series are also available

“Truman can write suspense with the best of them.”
—Larry King, praise for the author

AVAILABLE 7/4/17
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE • (bv6j) 12 hours • 10 CDs
 9781501214172 $44.99

The Painted Queen
A Novel
The Amelia Peabody Mysteries, Book 20
by Elizabeth Peters and Joan Hess
Reader to be announced

Egypt, 1912—Amelia Peabody and her dashing  
archeologist husband, Radcliffe Emerson, are once 
again in danger as they search for a priceless, stolen 
bust of legendary Queen Nefertiti.

• Print run: 100,000

• New York Times bestselling author

• Following Elizabeth Peters’ death, mystery novelist Joan Hess agreed to  
finish the novel

“Amelia has really pitched a tent in our hearts.”
—Philadelphia Inquirer, praise for the series

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / WOMEN SLEUTHS 
(c7wd) 11.75 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538418932 $59.99 L 9781538418949 $39.99

Talon of God
by Wesley Snipes and Ray Norman
Reader to be announced

Talon of God is the action-packed adventure centered 
around Lauryn Jefferson, a beautiful young doctor 
who is dragged into a seemingly impossible battle 
against the forces of Satan’s army.

• Print run: 150,000

• Will appeal to fans of apocalyptic science fiction novels, such as Blade

• Snipes has taken the physical expertise he honed in choreographing fight 
scenes in movies like Blade and his vivid imagination to write this action-
packed novel

• As an actor recognized worldwide, Snipes will actively promote his book

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17
FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / APOCALYPTIC & POST-APOCALYPTIC 
(c7x7) 12.25 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538419830 $59.99 L 9781538419847 $39.99

Tomorrow’s Kin
The Yesterday’s Kin Series, Book 1
by Nancy Kress
Read by Marguerite Gavin

Aliens have landed. A cloud of spores has already in-
fected and killed the inhabitants of two other worlds. 
Now it’s heading for Earth, threatening humans and 
aliens alike. Can either species be trusted?

• 2013 Nebula Award–winning author

• Direct marketing to pop culture and sci-fi outlets such as io9 and SF Signal

• Will appeal to fans of The Andromeda Strain by Michael Crichton

“Everything readers need for an immersive plunge into a frightening, 
fascinating, and inescapable predicament.” 

—Seattle Times on Yesterday’s Kin

AVAILABLE 7/11/17
FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / APOCALYPTIC & POST-APOCALYPTIC 
(btmh) 6.5 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781504782555 $90.00 L 9781504782579 $29.95
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Suddenly Engaged
The Lake Haven Novels, Book 3
by Julia London
Read by Cristina Panfilio

When Kyra’s daughter needs a life-saving surgery, her 
neighbor Dax presents a practical plan: marry Kyra 
so his insurance will help Ruby, and then they can 
divorce—no strings attached … right?

• New York Times and USA Today bestselling author

• London is a six-time finalist for the RITA Award for romantic fiction

• Will appeal to fans of Mary Balogh, Jill Shalvis, and Susan Mallery

“London’s ability to create sensuous, romantic, and believable love 
scenes adds to the allure of this heart-wrenching novel.”

—Publishers Weekly (starred review) on Suddenly in Love 

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / ROMANTIC COMEDY • (agrv) 11 hours • 9 CDs
 9781536666229 $44.99

The Greatest Challenge of Them All
The Devil’s Brood Trilogy, Book 3
by Stephanie Laurens
Reader to be announced

A nobleman devoted to defending queen and 
country and a noblewoman wild enough to match 
his every step race to disrupt the plans of a malignant 
intelligence shaking England to its very foundations.

• New York Times and USA Today bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of Lisa Kleypas, Johanna Lindsey, and Sabrina Jeffries

• Author website: StephanieLaurens.com

“Stephanie Laurens never fails to entertain and charm her readers with 
vibrant plots, snappy dialogue, and unforgettable characters.”

—Historical Romance Reviews, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/13/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / HISTORICAL / VICTORIAN • (c7p7) 13 hours • 2 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538414538 $105.00 L 9781538414552 $29.95

Domina
The Maestra Trilogy, Book 2
by L. S. Hilton
Read by Emilia Fox

Trouble seems to be following femme fatale Judith 
Rashleigh, even after adopting a new identity and 
opening her own art gallery in Venice. A corpse turns 
up in Ibiza, and now she needs answers.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Film rights to Maestra have been acquired by Pascal Pictures

• Will appeal to fans of The Good Girl by Mary Kubica

“Makes Fifty Shades look like the Bible. Unapologetic, confident, and 
quite the sociopath, protagonist Judith Rashleigh is no Anastasia Steele.”

—New York Post on Maestra

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/11/17
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (c6o7) 11 hours • 9 CDs
 9780451483126 $86.99

Fierce Kingdom
A Novel
by Gin Phillips
Read by Cassandra Campbell

An electrifying novel about the primal and unyielding 
bond between a mother and her son, Fierce Kingdom 
asks where the boundary is between our instinct to 
survive and our human duty to protect one another. 

• A thrill ride and exploration of motherhood, from its tender moments  
to its savage power

• Phillips’ debut won the Barnes & Noble Discover Award

• Will appeal to fans of The Couple Next Door by Shari Lapena

“It tore at every maternal fiber in my body. I couldn’t put it down.”
—Fiona Barton, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (c80n) 8 hours • 7 CDs
 9780525492306 $86.99

Caesar’s Last Breath
Decoding the Secrets of the Air around Us
by Sam Kean
Reader to be announced

Author Sam Kean takes us on a journey through the 
periodic table, around the globe, and across time to 
tell the story of the air we breathe, which is also the 
story of earth and our existence on it.

• Print run: 75,000

• New York Times bestselling author

• Sam Kean received critical acclaim for The Disappearing Spoon

“Fascinating stories, so insightful, informative, and disarmingly written.  
It gave this astronaut a new respect for the air around us all.”

—Col. Chris Hadfield, author of An Astronaut’s Guide to Life on Earth

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/18/17
SCIENCE / CHEMISTRY / GENERAL • (c6kp) 12 hours • 10 CDs
 9781478950493 $105.99

Nuclear Family
A Tragicomic Novel in Letters
by Susanna Fogel
Reader to be announced

Told entirely in letters to a heroine we never meet, 
Nuclear Family is a comedic novel about a fractured 
family of New England Jews and their discontents. 

• Included among the BookBub Blog’s list of the 18 Funniest Books Coming in 
2017

• Fogel is a regular contributor to the New Yorker online

• Fogel writes and directs movies and television, including the film Life Partners 
and the ABC drama series Chasing Life

• Will appeal to fans of I Hate Everyone, Except You by Clinton Kelly

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/18/17
FICTION / FAMILY LIFE • (aguf) 5.5 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538429563 $49.00 L 9781538429587 $19.95
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Bed-Stuy Is Burning
A Novel
by Brian Platzer
Reader to be announced

Do the Right Thing meets The Bonfire of the Vanities in 
this thrilling debut novel set over the course of one 
cataclysmic day when riots erupt in a rapidly gentrify-
ing Brooklyn neighborhood.

• Platzer, familiar to readers of the New Yorker’s “Shouts and Murmurs,” is 
himself a Bed-Stuy resident

• Author appearances in New York City

“A heart-stopping portrayal of a day of violence and a deeply  
realized portrait of the five people at its center.”

—Ann Packer, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/11/17
FICTION / LITERARY • (ahoj) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538429006 $76.00 L 9781538429020 $29.95

N 9781538451601 $74.99

The Moores Are Missing
The BookShots Line
by James Patterson, with Loren Estleman,  
Sam Hawken, and Connor Hyde
Reader to be announced

From #1 New York Times bestselling author James  
Patterson comes three pulse-pounding novels in one. 

• Print run: 500,000

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• This collection includes three complete Patterson thrillers that are available 
for the very first time

“No one gets this big without amazing natural storytelling talent.”
—Lee Child, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17
FICTION / THRILLERS • (c6ga) 3 hours • 3 CDs
 9781478989264 $76.99

The Incest Diary
by Anonymous
Reader to be announced

In this graphic and harrowing memoir, the author not 
only revisits the trauma of being raped by her father 
until her twenties, but explores the aftermath of the 
abuse that shaped her. 

• The author tells a story that is shocking but that will ring true to many other 
survivors of abuse

• Will appeal to fans of Dear Mr. Ted by JD Stockholm and The Body Keeps  
the Score by Bessel Van Der Kolk, MD

• National advertising

• National publicity

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/18/17
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / ABUSE / CHILD ABUSE • (c7sm) 3 hours • 3 CDs
 9781427290588 $60.99

The Secret Diary of Hendrik Groen
by Hendrik Groen
Translated by Hester Velmans
Read by Derek Jacobi

Hendrik Groen may be old, but he is far from dead and 
isn’t planning to be buried anytime soon. Instead, he 
sets out to write an exposé: a year in the life of his care 
home in Amsterdam.

• An international bestseller

• National publicity campaign

• National review campaign

“Funny and frank—a story with a great deal of heart.”
—Graeme Simsion, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/11/17
FICTION / LITERARY • (c425) 8 hours • 7 CDs
 9781478973683 $76.99

Policing the Black Man
Arrest, Prosecution, and Imprisonment
Edited by Angela J. Davis
Introduction by Angela J. Davis
Reader to be announced

These essays explore and critique the ways the 
criminal justice system impacts the lives of African 
American boys and men at every stage of the criminal 
process, from arrest through sentencing.

• A current hot-button issue nationally and internationally

• Will appeal to fans of The New Jim Crow by Michelle Alexander and Covenant 
with Black America, edited by Tavis Smiley

“This powerful book demands our fierce attention.”
—Toni Morrison, #1 New York Times bestselling author

AVAILABLE 7/11/17
SOCIAL SCIENCE / ETHNIC STUDIES / AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES 
(c7xy) 7.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538420645 $69.00 L 9781538420669 $29.95

Revelations
The New Scriptures
by Solomon
Produced by Buck 50 Productions
Reader to be announced

It is the end of days. A nuclear strike hits New York. 
Alfie, a young black male, survives but with no mem-
ory of what has happened. Meg, has taken refuge 
in the hills of Vermont, and she too is the victim of 

near absolute amnesia. Across the country, a prophet called John is reveling in 
the fallout of chaos that accompanies the strike and is calling for Judgment Day 
against sinners, all while civilization burns around him. This is the final battle. Alfie 
and Meg don’t know it, but they have a grim destiny. They must stand together 
and defeat the Great Beast with only their faith to shield them. Can they build a 
New Jerusalem from the ruins of the White House?

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/11/17
FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / APOCALYPTIC & POST-APOCALYPTIC 
(agmt) 10.5 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538427224 $100.00 L 9781538427248 $29.95
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The Quarterback Whisperer
How to Build an Elite NFL Quarterback
by Bruce Arians, with Lars Anderson
Reader to be announced

No two quarterbacks are the same, but Bruce Arians 
has the uncanny ability to locate what the individual 
triggers are for players to succeed. In this audiobook 
Arians explains how he does it.

• Print run: 70,000

• Bruce Arians is one of the best coaches in the NFL and writes candidly about 
his relationships with the best-known quarterbacks in the game

• With a compelling personal story as a cancer survivor and a refreshingly blunt 
affect, Arians is the kind of magnetic figure the media will listen to

• Lars Anderson is very connected from his years at Sports Illustrated

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/11/17
SPORTS & RECREATION / COACHING / FOOTBALL • (c6k0) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs
 9781478950387 $76.99

The Strawberry Hearts Diner
by Carolyn Brown
Read by Brittany Pressley

Being back in Pick, Texas, was not part of Jancy’s plan, 
but now it’s beginning to feel like home. When the 
town is threatened, can she fight for it—knowing she 
might not stay forever?

• New York Times bestselling author

• The Strawberry Hearts Diner is Brown’s eighty-fifth published book

• Author website: CarolynBrownBooks.com

“A delightful story with…a good blend of humor and sexy tension  
makes this one entertaining read.”

—RT Book Reviews (4½ starts, Top Pick!) on One Texas Cowboy Too Many

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/18/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY • (c89v) 9 hours • 7 CDs
 9781536675412 $44.99

The Wildling Sisters
by Eve Chase
Read by Clare Corbett and Emilia Fox

Rich with the heat and angst of love both young and 
old, The Wildling Sisters is a gorgeous and breathtaking 
journey into the bonds that unite a family and the 
darkest secrets of the human heart.

• With a Gothic manor in the English countryside, this novel delivers Chase’s 
signature style

• Will appeal to fans of The Night Sister by Jennifer McMahon

• Author website: EveChase.com

“Chase’s achingly beautiful investigation of her characters’ inner lives 
results in a story that is haunting rather than scary.”

—BookPage on Black Rabbit Hall

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17
FICTION / CONTEMPORARY WOMEN • (c6gw) 10.5 hours • 8 CDs
 9780735207707 $86.99

Upstairs at the Roosevelts’
Growing Up with Franklin and Eleanor
by Curtis Roosevelt
Read by Robertson Dean

Curtis Roosevelt offers anecdotes and revelations 
about the lives of Franklin Delano Roosevelt, the 
First Lady, and the many colorful personalities in his 
presidential family.

• An inside look at the family of FDR, one of America’s most famous presidents

• A great gift for history buffs

• Will appeal to fans of His Final Battle by Joseph Lelyveld 

“This splendid, intimate memoir represents an invaluable  
addition to the literature of the Roosevelt era.” 

—Publishers Weekly on Too Close to the Suns

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/1/17
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / PERSONAL MEMOIRS • (c5z1) 11 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781470852504 $76.00 L 9781470852528 $29.95

N 9781538451618 $69.99

Hitler’s Monsters
A Supernatural History of the Third Reich
by Eric Kurlander
Reader to be announced

Eric Kurlander reveals how the Nazis drew upon a 
wide variety of occult practices and esoteric sciences 
to gain power, shape propaganda and policy, and 
pursue their dreams of racial utopia.

• Kurlander is a professor of history at Stetson University

• Book pulls together two topics of high interest: World War II history  
and the occult

“Kurlander scrutinizes the role of ethnicity in German liberal thought 
more acutely than previous studies have done.” 
—Journal of Contemporary History on The Price of Exclusion

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/18/17
HISTORY / MILITARY / WORLD WAR II • (c757) 13.5 hours • 11 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538408445 $100.00 L 9781538408469 $29.95

Occam’s Razor
The Joe Gunther Mysteries, Book 10
by Archer Mayor
Read by Tom Taylorson

Dressed in a homeless man’s clothes with empty 
pockets, the body might easily be passed off as an 
unfortunate John Doe. But Joe Gunther has a knack 
for knowing when things don’t quite add up.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Mayor’s books consistently receive high praise from publications and readers alike

• Will appeal to fans of Kate Flora’s Joe Burgess mysteries

“Gunther remains thoroughly likable, his Brattleboro  
interesting and fully realized.” 

—Kirkus Reviews

AVAILABLE 7/18/17
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / POLICE PROCEDURAL 
(brae) 12 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781504726641 $118.00 L 9781504726658 $29.95
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The Last Fighter Pilot
The True Story of the Final Combat Mission of World 
War II
by Don Brown
Reader to be announced

Bestselling author Don Brown bring us the true story 
of Captain Jerry Yellin, the American fighter pilot 
that flew the final air combat mission of World War II 
against the Japanese.

• A five-minute video of Captain Yellin telling his story was posted on Facebook 
in 2015 and quickly got 4 million+ views

• Will appeal to fans of Forgotten Fifteenth by Barrett Tillman

“Rich dialogue flows…Brown has penned another winner.”
—Publishers Weekly on The Malacca Conspiracy

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/31/17
HISTORY / MILITARY / AVIATION • (c5g6) 4.5 hours • 4 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781470815752 $30.00 L 9781470815776 $19.95

N 9781538451625 $74.99

Stillhouse Lake
by Rachel Caine
Read by Emily Sutton-Smith

Gina Royal is the definition of average. But when a car 
accident reveals her husband’s secret life as a serial 
killer, she must remake herself as Gwen Proctor—the 
ultimate warrior mom.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of Genevieve Cogman and Nora Roberts

• Author website: RachelCaine.com

“Rachel Caine is a first-class storyteller.”
—Charlaine Harris, #1 New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/1/17
FICTION / THRILLERS / PSYCHOLOGICAL • (c7t0) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 9781536662153 $44.99

Gather the Daughters
A Novel
by Jennie Melamed
Reader to be announced

Never Let Me Go meets The Giver in this haunting debut 
about a cult on an isolated island, where nothing is as 
it seems.

• Print run: 30,000

• The young girls at the heart of this novel are unforgettable

• Melamed’s work as a nurse who specializes in child psychology gives her keen 
insight into the interior worlds of her young characters

“Lyrical and ferocious…Gather the Daughters is a darkly compelling read.”
—Helene Wecker, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17
FICTION / LITERARY • (c6k1) 8 hours • 7 CDs
 9781478950455 $76.99 N 9781538451748 $69.99

Everything We Left Behind
A Novel
The Everything We Keep Series, Book 2
by Kerry Lonsdale
Read by Timothy Andrés Pabon

Months before his wedding, James became lost at sea 
en route to Mexico. Six years later, he emerges from 
a dissociative fugue state to find he’s been living a 
completely new life in Oaxaca.

• Wall Street Journal and #1 Amazon Kindle bestselling author

• Author website: www.KerryLonsdale.com

• Lonsdale is active on social media and has over 2,000 followers on Twitter

“A stunning fusion of suspense, family drama, and redemption.”
—A. J. Banner, USA Today bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/4/17
FICTION / FAMILY LIFE • (c8xq) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 9781536682571 $44.99

Sorrow Road
The Bell Elkins Novels, Book 5
by Julia Keller
Read by Shannon McManus

Two compelling stories—one set in the era of World 
War II, and one in present day—are blended together, 
creating this riveting story about past and present, 
good and evil, revenge and forgiveness.

• Keller spent twelve years as a reporter and editor for the Chicago Tribune, 
where she won a Pulitzer Prize

• National print and online publicity

“What particularly distinguishes Julia Keller’s series about Bell Elkins… 
is its sense of social conscience…Powerfully affecting.”

—USA Today on Summer of the Dead

AVAILABLE 7/11/17
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / GENERAL • (bvvb) 12 hours • 9 CDs
 9781511328531 $44.99

Before You Hit Send
Preventing Headache and Heartache
by Dr. Emerson Eggerichs
Read by Dr. Emerson Eggerichs

Every day we have the potential of both verbal and 
written blunders. From external examples to internal 
turmoil, Before You Hit Send is about the things we 
must think through before communicating. 

• New York Times bestselling author

• Gives timely advice on a growing problem due to extensive use of social media

• Provides a powerful antidote to workplace strife, public persona, and even 
family relationships

• Written in a style that will be accessible to both Christians and non-Christians

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17
SELF-HELP / COMMUNICATION & SOCIAL SKILLS • (bkkt) 4 hours • 4 CDs
 9781536693096 $49.99
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Collared
The Andy Carpenter Series, Book 14
by David Rosenfelt
Read by Grover Gardner

When a dog and a baby that were kidnapped over 
two years ago reappear, Andy and his team take on 
the case—but what they uncover is far more danger-
ous than they ever expected.

• Rosenfelt has been nominated for an Edgar Award and has been awarded the 
Shamus Award

• Author website: DavidRosenfelt.com

“Heartwarming…This is an entertaining, feel-good read…Longtime 
 fans and new readers alike will be charmed.” 

—Publishers Weekly on Hounded

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/18/17
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / GENERAL • (c7ry) 7 hours • 6 CDs
 9781427285874 $70.99

Unquiet Ghosts
A Novel
by Glenn Meade
Reader to be announced

Eight years ago, Kathy Kelly’s husband and children were 
killed in a plane crash. Now, new evidence reveals that 
they didn’t die—her husband deliberately vanished.

• National print and online media campaign

• Cross promotion with the author’s social media

• Will appeal to fans of The Moses Expedition by J. G. Jurado and The Guest Room 
by Chris Bohjalian

“As usual Glenn Meade doesn’t miss a beat. He knows what thriller 
readers crave…and he delivers in a high-octane game-changer.”

—Steve Berry, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/11/17
FICTION / THRILLERS • (c6gr) 14.5 hours • 12 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781470862152 $118.00 L 9781470862176 $29.95

N 9781538437285 $94.99

Perish from the Earth
The Lincoln and Speed Mysteries, Book 2
by Jonathan F. Putnam
Reader to be announced

When a young artist is accused of rigging a card 
game, Joshua Speed enlists young lawyer Abraham 
Lincoln to defend him. Together, they work to find 
evidence of the artist’s innocence.

• Jonathan Putnam worked at one of the largest and most prestigious law firms 
in the country, which provides a solid foundation for his legal mystery series

• Perish from the Earth will resonate with history aficionados

“Putnam’s well-researched first novel…does a fine job presenting a 
recognizable young Abraham Lincoln.”

—Publishers Weekly starred review on These Honored Dead

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/11/17
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / HISTORICAL • (c70k) 10.25 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538405994 $90.00 L 9781538406014 $29.95

N 9781538451632 $74.99

Local Girl Missing
A Novel
by Claire Douglas
Reader to be announced

Sophie Collier disappeared on an old pier eighteen 
years ago. When human remains wash up nearby, 
Sophie’s brother Daniel believes her death was the 
result of foul play.

• Print run: 100,000

• Claire Douglas’ first novel, The Sisters, was a bestseller in the UK and also won 
the Marie Claire Best Debut Novel Award

• Will appeal to fans of What She Knew by Gilly Macmillan

“Claustrophobic, twisty, creepy, and dark, Local Girl Missing… 
will keep you guessing right to the last page.”

—Gilly Macmillan, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/4/17
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (c7vn) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538418123 $59.99 L 9781538418130 $39.99

All the Agents and Saints
Dispatches from the US Borderlands
by Stephanie Elizondo Griest
Read by Frankie Corzo

When Stephanie Elizondo Griest met Mohawks from 
the Akwesasne Nation, which straddles the New York–
Canada border, she recognized striking parallels to life 
on the Texas–Mexico border.

• Griest was the US State Department literary ambassador to Venezuela in 2015

• Will appeal to fans of Youth Held at the Border by Lisa Patel and Mohawk 
Interruptus by Audra Simpson

“Deftly mixes memoir, groundbreaking sociology, deep  
reporting, and compelling writing.”

—Kirkus Reviews (starred review)

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/10/17
TRAVEL / UNITED STATES / SOUTH / WEST SOUTH CENTRAL 
(c3dj) 12 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781504795548 $100.00 L 9781504795562 $29.95

The Russian Revolution
A New History
by Sean McMeekin
Reader to be announced

The first published comprehensive history in a decade, 
The Russian Revolution combines cutting-edge  
scholarship and a fast-paced narrative to shed new 
light on a great turning point of the twentieth century.

• NPR interview campaign

• National publicity campaign

• Select author appearances

• Tie-in with author speaking schedule

“[A] valuable academic work.”
—Library Journal on The Ottoman Endgame

AVAILABLE 7/3/17
HISTORY / EUROPE / RUSSIA & THE FORMER SOVIET UNION 
(bmoq) 14.5 hours • 12 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781478994770 $118.99 L 9781478995517 $44.99 N 9781538451724 $89.99
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Strays
A Lost Cat, a Homeless Man, and Their Journey 
across America
by Britt Collins
Foreword by Jeffrey Moussaieff Masson
Reader to be announced

Homeless and depressed, Michael King takes in a 
starving cat, and the two become inseparable—until 
an ID chip reveals the cat has another owner.

• Collins is a British journalist with experience writing about animals

• Will appeal to fans of A Street Cat Named Bob by James Bowen

“This is the rock ’n’ roll version of a cat book. It got me hooked  
from the first page.”

—Shane MacGowan, musician

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/18/17
PETS / CATS / GENERAL • (bkc8) 9 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538433508 $76.00 L 9781538433522 $29.95

N

Worth the Wait
The Guthrie Brothers Series, Book 2
by Lori Foster
Reader to be announced

Lori Foster presents two heart-filled romances about 
starting over, surrendering to your secret longings, 
and finding out just how sweet small-town living—
and loving—can be.

• Print run: 150,000

• New York Times and USA Today bestselling author

• Lori Foster is an established name in contemporary romance

“Teasing and humorous dialogue, sizzling sex scenes, tender moments, 
and overriding tension show Foster’s skill as a balanced storyteller.”

—Publishers Weekly (starred review) on Under Pressure

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY • (c7di) 12.5 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538410042 $59.99 L 9781538410059 $39.99

Before the Dawn
The Killer Instinct Series, Book 2
by Cynthia Eden
Reader to be announced

When women start turning up murdered, Tucker Frost 
is sent to Louisiana to investigate. The last person he 
expects to see is his ex-lover, Dawn—and to feel the 
burning need again between them.

• Print run: 150,000

• New York Times and USA Today bestselling author 

• Cynthia Eden is a three-time finalist for the RITA Award

“What romantic suspense is supposed to be—fast,  
furious, and very sexy.”

—Karen Rose, New York Times bestselling author, on After the Dark

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / SUSPENSE • (c7de) 9.25 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538409923 $59.99 L 9781538409930 $39.99

Powers of Darkness
The Lost Version of Dracula
by Bram Stoker and Valdimar Ásmundsson
Translated by Hans Corneel de Roos
Read by various narrators

Powers of Darkness presents the first ever transla-
tion into English of Stoker and Ásmundsson’s Makt 
Myrkranna.

• This is the first time in history the Icelandic adaptation of Dracula will be 
available to a non-Icelandic audience

• A breakthrough in Dracula scholarship

“With the discovery of its vast differences from Dracula, [Powers of 
Darkness] will have a lasting effect on the world of vampire studies.”

—New York Times Book Review

AVAILABLE 7/4/17
FICTION / CLASSICS • (bkc0) 7 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538433089 $55.00 L 9781538433102 $29.95

Fatal Threat
The Fatal Series, Book 11
by Marie Force
Reader to be announced

When a body surfaces off the shores of the Anacostia 
River, police lieutenant Sam Holland is ready to sink 
her teeth into the new case—until a serious threat is 
made against her and her family.

• Print run: 120,000

• New York Times bestselling author

• The incredibly popular Fatal Series has sold over 1 million copies

“Fans of Scandal and House of Cards will love the Fatal series.”
—Cindy Gerard, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY • (c7dg) 12.5 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538409985 $59.99 L 9781538409992 $39.99

A Lover’s Vow
The Grangers Series, Book 3
by Brenda Jackson
Reader to be announced

Jules is the only person who can protect Dalton, and 
they embark on a mission to save his family and his 
legacy. But they soon realize they have more at stake 
than they ever imagined.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of Beverly Jenkins and RaeAnne Thayne

• Author website: BrendaJackson.net

“The conclusion to the Grangers trilogy fulfills the promise of the 
previous entries…Another committed bachelor falls on his sword.”

—RT Book Reviews (4½ stars)

AVAILABLE 7/11/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY • (c7d9) 14 hours • 11 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538409770 $59.99 L 9781538409787 $39.99
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The Writing Desk
by Rachel Hauck
Reader to be announced

Tenley Roth’s first book was a runaway 
bestseller. Now that her second book 
is due, she’s locked in fear. Can she 
repeat her earlier success—or is she a 
fraud who has run out of inspiration?

“Hauck weaves an intricately beautiful story. Taken  
at face value, the tale is superlative, but considering 

the spiritual message…this novel is incredible.”
—RT Book Reviews (4½ stars, Top Pick!) on The Wedding Dress

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/11/17 

FICTION / CHRISTIAN / ROMANCE
(bkv5) 10 hours • 8 CDs  9781536694208 $54.99

AFTERLIFE
by Marcus Sakey
Read by Finty Williams

FBI agent Will Brody remembers the 
explosion, then waking without a 
scratch. Welcome to the afterlife. But 
the line between life and death is 
narrower than we suspect—and all 
that matters to Will is getting back 
to Claire.

“Imagine the love story in the film Ghost dropped into 
The Matrix. Astonishing.” 

—Don Winslow, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/18/17 

FICTION / THRILLERS
(c8xt) 11 hours • 9 CDs  9781536682724 $44.99

Sons and Soldiers
The Untold Story of the Jews Who Escaped the Nazis 
and Returned with the US Army to Fight Hitler
by Bruce Henderson
Reader to be announced

In 1942, the US Army unleashed one of its greatest 
secret weapons in the battle to defeat Hitler: nearly 
2,000 German-born Jews. Bruce Henderson draws 
on extensive archival research to bring this never-
before-told chapter of the Second World War to light.

“Reads like an adventure thriller and sheds new light on one of the  
most compelling stories of World War II.”

—Military.com

• Print run: 200,000

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Henderson has uncovered one of the 
great untold stories of World War II

• Henderson mined the National Archives, 
uncovering a cache of military records 
involving the exploits and contributions 
of the Ritchie Boys

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / MILITARY • (c7x0) 12.75 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538419625 $59.99 L 9781538419632 $39.99

Ten Dead Comedians
A Murder Mystery
by Fred Van Lente
Reader to be announced

Summoned to the island retreat of a 
legendary Hollywood funnyman, nine 
comedians of various acclaim soon 
find themselves being murdered one 
by one. But who is doing the killing, 
and why?

“Could possibly become, in its own way, as much of a 
classic as the novel it honors.”

—New York Journal of Books

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/11/17 

FICTION / THRILLERS / CRIME
(bkux) 8 hours • 7 CDs  9781536663839 $54.99

Standard Deviations
Flawed Assumptions, Tortured Data, 
and Other Ways to Lie with Statistics
by Gary Smith
Read by Timothy Andrés Pabon

Standard Deviations demystifies the 
science behind statistics and makes it 
easy to spot the fraud all around. 

“A very entertaining book about a very serious 
problem. We deceive ourselves all the time with 

statistics, and it is time we wised up.”
—Robert J. Shiller, winner of the Nobel Prize in Economics

AVAILABLE 7/11/17 

SOCIAL SCIENCE / STATISTICS
(c3bh) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781469037233 $90.99
L 9781469066189 $29.99

What the Fun?!
427 Simple Ways to Have Fantastic 
Family Fun
by Donna Bozzo
Read by the author

What The Fun?! gives you 427 easy-
peasy ideas to show you how to stop 
being so serious and find more fun in 
your family’s life.

“A book that’s packed with creative ways to infuse 
day-to-day life with a jolt of fun.”

—Parade

AVAILABLE 7/11/17 

SELF-HELP / CREATIVITY
(c3h0) 4 hours • 4 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781469037240 $49.99
L 9781469066196 $29.99

The Almost Sisters
A Novel
by Joshilyn Jackson
Reader to be announced

One tequila-soaked night at a comics 
convention, graphic novelist Leia Birch 
Briggs is seduced by a handsome, 
anonymous Batman. But he leaves her 
more than a nice, fuzzy memory. She’s 
having a baby boy.

“Jackson has…a magician’s talent for seamlessly 
weaving intrigue and surprise.”

—Karen Abbott, New York Times bestselling author, 

praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/11/17 

FICTION / LITERARY
(c7t9) 11.75 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538415542 $59.99
L 9781538415559 $39.99 N

Billions & Billions
Thoughts on Life and Death at the Brink of the 
Millennium
by Carl Sagan
Read by Ann Druyan and Adenrele Ojo

Carl Sagan brilliantly examines the burning 
questions of our lives, our world, and the universe 
around us. These luminous, entertaining essays 
travel both the vastness of the cosmos and the 
intimacy of the human mind.

“A book completed less than two months before his death,  
Sagan compels his readers to look at life.”

—Publishers Weekly

• A New York Times bestseller

• Many other titles by Carl Sagan, including 
Broca’s Brain, Comet, and The Varieties of 
Scientific Experience, are also available

• Sagan played a leading role in the 
Mariner, Viking, and Voyager missions, 
for which he received the NASA medal for 
Exceptional Scientific Achievement

AVAILABLE 7/25/17
SCIENCE / EARTH SCIENCES / GENERAL • (c5ai) 8 hours • 7 CDs
 9781531888527 $54.99

Lost in Arcadia
A Novel
by Sean Gandert
Read by Timothy Andrés Pabon

In a society infatuated with an all-
encompassing virtual-reality social 
media platform, the Reyes family must 
overcome the seduction of simulation 
to find the kind of authentic human 
connection that offers salvation for all.

“Sean Gandert has written an impressive first novel.  
It has a rare combination of vision and heart.”

—Tom Bissell, author of Extra Lives

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/1/17 

FICTION / LITERARY
(c7is) 13 hours • 10 CDs  9781536669046 $44.99

The Nearness of You
by Dorothy Garlock
Reader to be announced

Everything changes for photographer 
Boone Tatum the moment he meets 
beautiful Lily Denton. But danger has 
slipped silently into their sleepy town, 
marking Lily as its own. 

“Every Dorothy Garlock book is synonymous  
with a great read.”

—Janet Dailey, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/11/17 

FICTION / ROMANCE / HISTORICAL / 20TH CENTURY
(c6k7) 12.75 hours • 10 CDs  9781478950530 $90.99
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What Matters in Mayhew
The Beanie Bradsher Series, Book 1
by Cassie Dandridge Selleck
Reader to be announced

Every town has at least one beloved, if 
misunderstood, eccentric, and Beanie Bradsher is 
Mayhew Junction’s. Now that she’s won the lottery, 
the gossip spinning around Beanie has never been 
juicier. Lord knows this town could use a good 
shaking up.

“[A] touching story.”
—Journal Gazette & Times-Courier on The Pecan Man

• Selleck’s previous novel, The Pecan Man, 
was a hit with book clubs

• Will appeal to fans of Fannie Flagg’s The 
Whole Town’s Talking

• The Pecan Man has seen steady sales 
since its publication in 2013

• Also available from Blackstone:  
The Pecan Man

AVAILABLE 7/18/17
FICTION / GENERAL • (bkas) 9.25 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538432556 $76.00 L 9781538432570 $29.95

The Sinking of the Angie 
Piper
by Chris Riley
Reader to be announced

Edward Thurman lands his friend 
Danny a job aboard an Alaskan fishing 
vessel. But not everyone is interested 
in having Danny on board, and the 
pressure quickly rises after the Angie 
Piper sets sail.

“This is a terrific debut by an author  
well worth watching.”

—Chris Culver, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/1/17 

FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE
(c3bb) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781504794916 $76.00
L 9781504794930 $29.95

Second Nature
The Legacy of Ric Flair and the Rise of Charlotte
by Ric Flair and Charlotte, with Brian Shields
Reader to be announced

Are you ready for this, WWE Universe? For the first time 
ever, WWE’s illustrious father-daughter duo, “Nature 
Boy” Ric Flair and Charlotte, come together to tell 
their legendary story. For these two champions, 
sports entertainment is simply Second Nature.

“The rise of Ric Flair is synonymous with the rise of pro wrestling. He is considered the 
greatest of all time and helped turn pro wrestling into mainstream entertainment.” 

—ESPN 30 for 30

• Ric Flair is a sixteen-time World Champion, 
and his daughter is a wrestling star on 
the rise

• A great gift for WWE buffs

• Will appeal to fans of Hulk Hogan and 
Jimmy Superfly Snooka

• National author tour

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / SPORTS • (c7rz) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 9781427288943 $86.99

God and Starbucks
An NBA Superstar’s Journey through 
Addiction and Recovery
by Vin Baker
Reader to be announced

Vin Baker was an NBA All-Star, an 
Olympic Gold medalist, and a 
multimillionaire. While he excelled 
on the court, Vin harbored a dark 
secret: a dependency on drugs 

and alcohol. But Vin’s story isn’t a tragic fall from grace. It is a joyous 
tale of salvation. For Vin, hitting rock bottom was a difficult yet 
transformative experience that led him to renew his relationship 
with God and embrace life in a rich and fulfilling new way. God and 
Starbucks is an unflinching look at the real dangers of addiction.

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/11/17 

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / SPORTS
(c7us) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538417195 $59.99
L 9781538417201 $39.99

The Last Jew of Treblinka
A Survivor’s Memory, 1942–1943
by Chil Rajchman
Translated by Solon Beinfeld
Preface by Samuel Moyn
Directed by Claire Bloom
Read by Stefan Rudnicki

Originally written in Yiddish in 1945, 
Rajchman provides the only survivors’ 
record of Treblinka. 

“A hellish, heartbreaking account, as expected…A 
memorable contribution to Holocaust scholarship.”

—Booklist

AVAILABLE 7/4/17 

HISTORY / HOLOCAUST
(bkr2) 3.5 hours • 3 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538435229 $30.00
L 9781538435243 $19.95 N 9781538451663 $59.99

Propaganda
by Edward Bernays
Introduction by Mark Crispin Miller
Reader to be announced

Propaganda lays out Bernays’ eerily 
prescient vision for using propaganda 
to regiment the collective mind 
in a variety of areas, including 
government, politics, art, science, and 
education.

“Provides much insight into some of the most 
powerful and influential institutions of contemporary 

industrial state capitalist democracies.”
—Noam Chomsky

AVAILABLE 7/25/17 

POLITICAL SCIENCE / PROPAGANDA
(bu82) 5.5 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538440605 $55.00
L 9781538440629 $29.95

One in a Million
The Millionth Series, Book 1
by Tony Faggioli
Read by Peter Berkrot

After a extramarital fling with a 
woman from the office, Kyle Fasano 
learns that with every choice there 
are consequences … and sometimes 
there can be hell to pay—literally.

“Angels and demons mix it up in Faggioli’s debut 
paranormal novel…Horror teeters with humor…

Absorbing and frequently terrifying.”
—Kirkus Reviews

AVAILABLE 7/4/17 

FICTION / FANTASY / PARANORMAL
(bkty) 12.5 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538436349 $105.00
L 9781538436363 $29.95

Progress
Ten Reasons to Look Forward to 
the Future
by Johan Norberg
Read by Derek Perkins

Through official data from the UN, the 
World Bank, and the WHO, political 
commentator Johan Norberg traces 
just how far we have come in tackling 
the issues that define our species.

“A blast of good sense.”
—Economist (London)

AVAILABLE 7/1/17 

SOCIAL SCIENCE / FUTURE STUDIES
(bktu) 5 hours • 4 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538436066 $49.00
L 9781538436080 $19.95

The Perfect You
A Blueprint for Identity
by Dr. Caroline Leaf
Read by Margaret Winston

There are a lot of personality tests 
out there designed to label you and 
put you in a particular box. But Dr. 
Caroline Leaf says there’s much more 
to you than a personality profile 
can capture. In fact, you cannot be 

categorized! In this fascinating book, she takes listeners through seven 
steps to rediscover and unlock their unique “you quotient”—the 
brilliantly original way each person thinks, feels, relates, and makes 
choices—freeing them from comparison, envy, and jealousy.

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/4/17 

RELIGION / CHRISTIAN LIFE / PERSONAL GROWTH
(agru) 6 hours • 5 CDs  9781536655995 $54.99

The Scandal of It All
The Rogue Files, Book 2
by Sophie Jordan
Reader to be announced

When her husband dies, Spanish 
beauty Graciela finds herself alone. 
But she’s determined to live a full, 
satisfying life … and decides to take a 
lover for a single night.

“An intrepid heroine with a fierce protective streak 
and the well-to-do bastard son of a duke clash from 

their first meeting and keep the sparks flying.”
—Library Journal on While the Duke Was Sleeping

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17 

FICTION / ROMANCE / HISTORICAL
(c7wu) 12.75 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538419441 $59.99
L 9781538419458 $39.99
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The Mission Walker
I Was Given Three Months to Live...
by Edie Littlefield Sundby
Read by Edie Littlefield Sundby

Immerse yourself in the amazing 
story of Edie Littlefield Sundby, who, 
after being told she had only three 
months to live, survived seventy-nine 
rounds of chemotherapy, radical liver 
and lung surgeries, and then walked 

800 miles along the California Mission Trail, averaging fourteen miles 
a day, and stopping at life-giving missions to revive her body and her 
soul. When she finished, she yearned to walk the mission trail from its 
start—in Mexico. But no one had traversed that trail in 250 years. But 
Edie doesn’t care about what some deem impossible.

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17 

RELIGION / CHRISTIAN LIFE / PERSONAL GROWTH
(bkl3) 7 hours • 6 CDs  9781536693485 $54.99

The Power of Archetypes
How to Use Universal Symbols to 
Understand Your Behavior and 
Reprogram Your Subconscious
by Marie D. Jones
Reader to be announced

Identify, understand, and work with the 
archetypes that drive your thoughts 
and behaviors. Uncover your plot and 
your purpose, or use what you have 
learned to create a new story of your life.

“An entertaining numerical romp.”
—Publishers Weekly on 11:11

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/24/17 

BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / INSPIRATION & PERSONAL GROWTH
(c870) 12.5 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538422595 $105.00
L 9781538422618 $29.95

Beneath the Surface
by Sibel Hodge
Reader to be announced

In a town rocked by a brutal double 
murder, Holly Gold sets out to 
discover what drove a young man to 
kill his parents. It soon becomes clear 
that there is someone out there trying 
to silence her.

“[A] disturbing, compelling, brilliantly written  
tale of abuse and revenge.” 

—Mark Edwards, author of Follow You Home, on Untouchable

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/27/17 

FICTION / THRILLERS / PSYCHOLOGICAL
(ahmo) 10 hours • 8 CDs  9781536690897 $44.99

Hate to Want You
The Forbidden Hearts Series, Book 1
by Alisha Rai
Read by Summer Morton and Jeremy York

One night. No one will know. That was the deal. 
Every year, Livvy Kane and Nicholas Chandler would 
share one perfect night of illicit pleasure. The 
forbidden hours let them forget the tragedy that 
haunted their pasts—and the last names that made 
them enemies. Until the night she didn’t show up.

“Hate to Want You is…a smoking hot, beautifully romantic novel, which is both 
astounding and refreshing.”

—BookRiot

• Print run: 100,000

• A BookRiot Pick of Most Anticipated 
Books of 2017

• Will appeal to fans of Sweet Little Lies by 
Jill Shalvis and All Chained Up by Sophie 
Jordan

• Rai is a leading author in the diverse 
romance genre

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY • (c7v0) 12.75 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538417430 $59.99 L 9781538417447 $39.99

The Mourning Parade
by Dawn Reno Langley
Read by Tavia Gilbert

Natalie DeAngelo lost everything when her two 
sons were killed in a school shooting. For relief 
from her loss, she volunteers as a veterinarian on 
an elephant sanctuary in Thailand. Still battling 
memories that torment her, Natalie must also find 
a way to heal an angry, injured elephant named 
Sophie. Can Natalie and Sophie heal together?

 “Packed with action and interesting characters.”
—Daytona Beach News Journal on All That Glitters

• Galleys available at Book Expo 2017 and 
author signing advance copies at the 
2017 ALA annual conference

• Book club outreach, extensive library 
outreach, and paid consumer ads

• Cross-country author signing tour

• Author website: DawnRenoLangley.com

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/18/17
FICTION / CONTEMPORARY WOMEN • (c74z) 11.75 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538408377 $100.00 L 9781538408391 $29.95

Fitness Junkie
A Novel
by Lucy Sykes and Jo Piazza
Read by Susan Bennett

Fitness Junkie is an outrageously funny 
novel about one woman’s attempt—
through clay diets, naked yoga, and 
green juice—to win back her career, 
save her best friend, and lose thirty 
pounds.

“A deliciously fun romp through the bizarre and cult-
like workouts of the superrich…Funny, frothy, and 

delicious.”
—Jane Green, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/11/17 

FICTION / CONTEMPORARY WOMEN
(c62c) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs  9781524780340 $86.99

Reflection Point
The Eternity Springs Series, Book 6
by Emily March
Read by Amy Landon

Savannah Moore arrives in Eternity 
Springs alone, determined to put her 
troubled past behind her. But the 
sexy, suspicious local sheriff promises 
to upset her hard-won happiness. 

“Passion, romance, and revealing moments that will 
touch your heart…one miracle at a time.”

—USA Today

AVAILABLE 7/25/17 

FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY
(agm9) 10 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538426371 $105.00
L 9781538426395 $29.95

The Witches of New York
A Novel
by Ami McKay
Reader to be announced

The Witches of New York lures us deep 
inside the lives of a trio of remarkable 
young women navigating the glitz of 
Gilded Age New York by any means 
possible, including witchcraft.

“Wonderfully wicked…A book brimming with 
atmosphere, intrigue, and a cast of mesmerising 

characters.”
—Hazel Gaynor, author of The Girl Who Came Home

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/11/17 

FICTION / MAGICAL REALISM
(c7xk) 18.5 hours • 15 CDs • 2 MP3 CDs  9781538420225 $79.99
L 9781538420232 $55.99

Fire and Ashes
The Death Investigator Angela 
Richman Series, Book 2
by Elaine Viets
Read by Tanya Eby

Angela Richman returns to investigate 
what looks like a simple case: spurned 
trophy wife murders elderly husband for 
the money. But the evidence Richman 
uncovers doesn’t quite fit that theory.

“Angela’s endearing, spirited, and resilient humanity 
resonates on the page.” 

—Publishers Weekly on Brain Storm

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17 

FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / POLICE PROCEDURAL
(ahmr) 8 hours • 7 CDs  9781536692365 $44.99

Dark Saturday
A Novel
The Frieda Klein Series, Book 6
by Nicci French
Read by Beth Chalmers

Psychotherapist Frieda Klein is assigned 
to assess Hannah Docherty, convicted 
of her family’s murder. Horrified by the 
scope of the tragedy, Klein begins to 
question Hannah’s culpability.

“Fabulous, unsettling, and riveting.”
—Louise Penny, #1 New York Times bestselling author 

on Blue Monday

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/11/17 

FICTION / THRILLERS / PSYCHOLOGICAL
(bjwe) 13.25 hours • 11 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538453704 $59.99
L 9781538453711 $39.99
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30 Days a Black Man
The Forgotten Story That Exposed the Jim Crow 
South
by Bill Steigerwald
Foreword by Juan Williams
Read by Grover Gardner

Author Bill Steigerwald elevates Ray Sprigle’s largely 
forgotten 1948 exposé of life under the Jim Crow 
system to its rightful place among the seminal 
events of the civil rights movement.

“A vivid, well-researched account of a journalistic coup.”
—Paul Theroux, New York Times bestselling author

• A historical Black Lives Matter story that 
resonates in today’s troubled times

• Sprigle’s undercover work in the Jim 
Crow South sparked the first nationally 
broadcasted debate about segregation

• Will appeal to fans of 12 Years a Slave 
by Solomon Northup and The Blood of 
Emmett Till by Timothy B. Tyson

AVAILABLE 7/4/17
HISTORY / AFRICAN AMERICAN • (bjx9) 12.5 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538431924 $100.00 L 9781538431948 $29.95 N 9781538451670 $79.99

Hello Forever
The Hello Goodbye Series, Book 2
by Sarina Bowen
Reader to be announced

When they were only teenagers, Asher and Caxton 
were caught making out in the woods at church 
camp. Six years later, Asher is astonished to spot his 
first love’s face in the crowd of a college basketball 
game on television—at a school that has just 
offered him a job.

“I read Him in one sitting—it’s so, so good! If I had to pick two authors who  
I’d have team up, it would be Bowen and Kennedy.”

—Colleen Hoover, New York Times bestselling author, on Him

• USA Today bestselling author

• Print run: 70,000

• Works as a stand-alone novel with no 
cliffhangers, but fans of Goodbye Paradise 
will love checking in on Caleb, Josh, and 
their clan

• Will appeal to fans of Elle Kennedy and 
Lauren Blakely

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/14/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / GAY • (ahvz) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538430613 $69.00 L 9781538430637 $29.95

The Inside Dark
by James Hankins
Read by Bon Shaw

When Jason Swike awoke in chains, 
he knew he’d be killed by the serial 
killer Crackerjack. He manages to kill 
Crackerjack instead, but soon realizes 
the nightmare is far from over.

“Grabs the reader by the scruff of the  
neck and never lets go.”

—Publishers Weekly (starred review) on Shady Cross

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/11/17 

FICTION / THRILLERS / PSYCHOLOGICAL
(c89k) 10 hours • 8 CDs  9781536630701 $44.99

Ava Gardner
A Life in Movies
by Kendra Bean and Anthony 
Uzarowski
Reader to be announced

Ava Gardner left an indelible mark on 
Hollywood history. By delving into 
new archives and conducting fresh 
interviews, the authors take a closer 
look at the actress’ life and screen roles.

“Classic movie-lovers will be thrilled by Kendra Bean’s 
lavishly illustrated and sympathetic biography.”

—Bay Area Reporter

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/3/17 
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY /  
ENTERTAINMENT & PERFORMING ARTS
(c4du) 7 hours • 6 CDs  9781478973805 $69.99

My Sister’s Bones
A Novel of Suspense
by Nuala Ellwood
Reader to be announced

Kate, a decorated war reporter, is 
convinced that all is not well in the 
house next door—but is what she’s 
seeing real or a symptom of the 
trauma she suffered in Syria?

“A formidable debut thriller, My Sister’s Bones  
rivals The Girl on the Train as a compulsive read  

(and beats it for style).”
—Guardian (London)

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/11/17 

FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE
(c7w7) 13.5 hours • 11 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538418727 $59.99
L 9781538418734 $39.99

Tornado Weather
by Deborah E. Kennedy
Reader to be announced

Daisy Gonzalez’s father is always 
waiting for her at the bus stop. But 
today, he isn’t, and Daisy disappears. 
Everyone in town suspects or knows 
something different about what 
happened.

“Dark and dangerous and strange and wonderful…
Kennedy writes with the gritty poetry of Daniel 

Woodrell and misfit sensibility of Flannery O’Connor.”
—Benjamin Percy, author of Red Moon

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/11/17 

FICTION / LITERARY
(c7s7) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs  9781427286482 $86.99

Made for Love
A Novel
by Alissa Nutting
Read by Suzanne Elise Freeman

Hazel has just left her marriage to a 
techie who demands to wirelessly 
connect the two of them in a first-
ever human “mind-meld.” Now she’s 
living in a trailer with her father and 
his sex doll. 

“One of the most daring writers in America…This 
book is hilarious, and deeply sad, and hilarious.”

—Dan Chaon, author of Ill Will

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/4/17 

FICTION / PSYCHOLOGICAL
(c7vv) 10.75 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538418369 $59.99
L 9781538418376 $39.99

Madame Zero
9 Stories
by Sarah Hall
Read by Billie Fulford-Brown

A woman transforms into a vulpine in 
“Mrs. Fox.” In “Case Study 2,” A social 
worker struggles with a foster child. 
Sarah Hall has composed nine wholly 
original pieces in this collection.

“One of the most significant and exciting  
of Britain’s young novelists.”

—Guardian, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/4/17 

FICTION / SHORT STORIES
(c7vu) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538418338 $49.99
L 9781538418345 $39.99

Beautiful Bodies
by Kimberly Rae Miller
Read by the author

Warm, funny, and brutally honest, 
Beautiful Bodies is a blend of memoir 
and social history that will speak to 
anyone who’s ever been caught in a 
power struggle with his or her own 
body—in other words, just about 
everyone..

“A deeply affecting, remarkably thoughtful, and well-
reasoned book.”

— Booklist (starred review) on Coming Clean

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17 

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / PERSONAL MEMOIRS
(c600) 6 hours • 5 CDs  9781536626292 $44.99

Arrowood
by Mick Finlay
Reader to be announced

London, 1895. A serial killer stalks the 
streets. When the underresourced 
police cannot solve a crime, the 
rich turn to Sherlock Holmes. But in 
sleazier south London, the poorer 
people have another option: They 
turn to Arrowood.

“Arrowood is a flawed but engaging hero, and the 
plot spins from peril to twist and back with real 

panache.”
Times (London)

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/18/17 

FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / HISTORICAL
(c7dd) 11 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538409893 $59.99
L 9781538409909 $39.99
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The Lost Ones
A Novel
by Sheena Kamal
Reader to be announced

The Lost Ones begins with a phone call that Nora 
Watts has dreaded since the day she gave her 
newborn daughter up for adoption. Bonnie has 
vanished. The police consider her a chronic runaway 
and aren’t looking, leaving her desperate adoptive 
parents to reach out to her birth mother for help.

“Utterly compelling, rich with voice and psychological insight. The Lost Ones will stay 
with you for a long, long time after you finish the last page. Perhaps forever.” 

—Jeffery Deaver

• Print run: 100,000

• A blend of The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo 
and Dark Places, Sheena Kamal’s novel 
is an incredibly powerful debut with a 
captivating protagonist

• Will appeal to fans of Girl in the Dark 
by Marion Pauw and Find Her by Lisa 
Gardner

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (c7vq) 11.75 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538418215 $59.99 L 9781538418222 $39.99

The Cleaner
by Elisabeth Herrmann
Read by Imogen Church

As a child, crime-scene specialist 
Judith was sent to an orphanage 
under mysterious circumstances. But 
when she begins to ask questions, she 
becomes the target of some powerful 
enemies.

“Herrmann has created a modern classic with this 
absorbing, exciting literary thriller.”

—David Young, award-winning author of Stasi Child

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/1/17 

FICTION / CRIME
(c89r) 10 hours • 8 CDs  9781489382160 $49.99

The Third Nero
The Flavia Albia Mysteries, Book 5
by Lindsey Davis
Reader to be announced

In 90 AD, the Emperor Domitian has 
become paranoid about traitors 
and dissenters. When Flavia Alba is 
approached to do some investigative 
work, circumstances make her 
reluctantly agree. 

“Davis makes Rome live.”
—Washington Post Book World, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/11/17 

FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / HISTORICAL
(c2pq) 11.5 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781504791816 $100.00
L 9781504791830 $29.95

LoveMurder
A Novel
The Valerie Hart Series, Book 2
by Saul Black
Read by Christina Delaine

Valerie Hart must ask convicted 
murderer Katherine Glass to help 
her decipher a killer’s message. But 
that means entering the pitch-black 
labyrinth that is Katherine’s mind.

“Shockingly good…It’s impossible not to be swept 
away by its propulsive momentum.”

—New York Times Book Review on The Killing Lessons

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17 

FICTION / THRILLERS / CRIME
(c7rh) 13.5 hours • 11 CDs  9781427285478 $108.99

One Night in November
by Amélie Antoine
Translated by Maren Baudet-Lackner
Read by various narrators

November 13, 2015. It was a Paris night 
that began like so many others—until 
a series of terrorist attacks brought 
darkness to the City of Light. Stirred 
by the tragic events at the Bataclan 
music club, One Night in November 

locks into the hearts and minds of all those whose paths crossed that 
fateful fall evening. Using intersecting narratives, award-winning 
author Amélie Antoine choreographs the shocking attack and its 
aftermath, from grief and devastation to hope and healing.

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/11/17 

FICTION / LITERARY
(c89o) 5 hours • 4 CDs  9781536666403 $44.99

El Neruda Esencial
by Pablo Neruda
Edited by Mark Eisner
Reader to be announced

Una selección definitiva que se basa 
en toda la amplitud de los diferentes 
estilos, temas y períodos de Neruda. 
Esta colección presenta cincuenta 
poemas esenciales de uno de los más 
grandes poetas de la historia

”Si quieres un práctico compañero de Neruda y no 
sabes por dónde empezar, esto es todo.”

—Bloomsbury Review

AVAILABLE 7/18/17 

POETRY / CARIBBEAN & LATIN AMERICAN
(c3ta) 2 hours • 2 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781504798679 $28.00
L 9781504798693 $19.95

Reasonable Faith, Third 
Edition
Christian Truth and Apologetics
by William Lane Craig
Read by Jim Denison

Perfect as a textbook yet excellent for 
lay readers, Craig’s apologetic is even 
better. Key sections of this classic have 
been revised and updated to reflect the 
latest work in science and philosophy.

“I do not know of a single thinker who has done 
more to raise the bar of Christian scholarship in our 

generation than Craig.”
—J. P. Moreland, professor of philosophy at Biola University

AVAILABLE 7/4/17 

RELIGION / CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY / APOLOGETICS
(c0a5) 13.5 hours • 11 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538450819 $109.00
L 9781538450833 $29.95

Ethan & Wyatt Trilogy
Getting Him Back, Boyfriend Material, and 
Relationship Status
The Ethan & Wyatt Series, Book 1
by K. A. Mitchell
Read by Cooper North

Ethan followed his high school sweetheart to 
college, only to get dumped. But he is determined 
to explore this new life—including Wyatt, 
mysterious, grouchy, hot … and possibly not gay.

“A fun story…Wyatt and Ethan have a good start to a solid relationship, and the 
passion between them is pretty hot.”
—Gay Book Reviews (4½ stars) on Getting Him Back

• This book is selling well on Amazon in the 
gay romance genre

• Will appeal to fans of gay romance novels 
by A. E. Via, Riley Hart, Mary Calmes, and 
Andrew Grey

• Author website: KAMitchell.com

AVAILABLE 7/4/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / GAY • (c0n9) 9 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781504749077 $59.99 L 9781504749084 $39.99

Jonathan Unleashed
A Novel
by Meg Rosoff
Read by Alexander Cendese

A funny, wise romantic comedy set 
in Manhattan, Jonathan Unleashed 
is a story of tangled relationships, 
friendships, and two dogs who may 
have the key to life and the universe.

“This one offers a treat that at first bite seems light, 
but there’s definitely a lot to chew on.”

—Booklist (starred review)

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/5/16 

FICTION / ROMANCE / ROMANTIC COMEDY
(bzby) 7 hours • 5 CDs  9781511393126 $44.99

Safe Bet
The Rules Series, Book 4
by Monica Murphy
Read by Seraphine Valentine and 
Jack DuPont

Sydney is the live-in nanny to an NFL 
quarterback and his beautiful wife. 
When rumors that she and her boss 
are having an affair, her boss’ wife sets 
Sydney up with a rookie NFL player. 

“Monica Murphy never fails to amaze me.”
—Jennifer L. Armentrout, New York Times bestselling author, 

praise for the author

AVAILABLE 7/4/17 

FICTION / ROMANCE / NEW ADULT
(bjxa) 6.5 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538431993 $69.00
L 9781538432013 $29.95
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Around the Way Girls 2
The Around the Way Girls Series, Book 2
by KaShamba Williams, LaJill Hunt and 
Thomas Long
Reader to be announced

AVAILABLE 7/18/17
FICTION / AFRICAN AMERICAN / URBAN LIFE

(bucv) 10 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538441763 $76.00
L 9781538441787 $29.95

Chocolate Covered Forbidden 
Fruit
by Trista Russell
Reader to be announced

AVAILABLE 7/18/17
FICTION / AFRICAN AMERICAN / URBAN LIFE

(bue7) 10 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538443118 $90.00
L 9781538443132 $29.95

A Gangster’s Girl
Gangster’s Girl Series, Book 1
by Chunichi
Reader to be announced

AVAILABLE 7/18/17
FICTION / AFRICAN AMERICAN / URBAN LIFE

(buca) 6 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538441336 $55.00
L 9781538441343 $29.95

Girls from da Hood 2
The Girls from da Hood Series, Book 2
by Joy, KaShamba Williams, and Nikki Turner
Reader to be announced

AVAILABLE 7/18/17
FICTION / AFRICAN AMERICAN / URBAN LIFE

(bv3o) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538445723 $90.00
L 9781538445747 $29.95

Gunz and Roses
by Keisha Ervin
Reader to be announced

AVAILABLE 7/18/17
FICTION / URBAN LIFE

(bvjl) 10 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538446621 $90.00
L 9781538446645 $29.95

The Pleasure Slave
The Imperia Series, Book 2
by Gena Showalter
Reader to be announced

AVAILABLE 7/11/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / GENERAL

(c7da) 9 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538409800 $59.99
L 9781538409817 $39.99

Claiming Alexis
The Ace Security Series, Book 2
by Susan Stoker
Read by Erin Bennett

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/11/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY

(c89q) 9 hours • 7 CDs
 9781536667899 $44.99

The Lightkeeper’s Daughters
A Novel
by Jean E. Pendziwol
Reader to be announced

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/4/17
FICTION / FAMILY LIFE

(c7vk) 10.75 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538418031 $59.99
L 9781538418048 $39.99

Angel
How to Invest in Technology Startups—
Timeless Advice from an Angel Investor Who 
Turned $100,000 into $100,000,000
by Jason Calacanis
Reader to be announced

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/11/17
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / ENTREPRENEURSHIP

(c7ta) 10.25 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538415573 $59.99
L 9781538415580 $39.99

Chokehold
Policing Black Men
by Paul Butler
Read by J. D. Jackson

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/11/17
LAW / CRIMINAL LAW

(c6ha) 8 hours • 7 CDs
 9781531836665 $74.99

The Man I Thought You Were
by Leah Mercer
Reader to be announced

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/19/17
FICTION / CONTEMPORARY WOMEN

(c89j) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 9781536617269 $44.99

I Wish You Happy
by Kerry Anne King
Read by Teri Clark Linden

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/1/17
FICTION / CONTEMPORARY WOMEN

(c7i3) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 9781536667837 $44.99

Grievance
by Christine Bell
Read by Shannon McManus

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/1/17
FICTION / CONTEMPORARY WOMEN

(c7ix) 8 hours • 6 CDs
 9781536669282 $44.99

The Five Daughters of the 
Moon
The Waning Moon Duology, Book 1
by Leena Likitalo
Reader to be announced

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17
FICTION / FANTASY / HISTORICAL

(c72d) 6.5 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538407516 $55.00
L 9781538407530 $29.95

Forever, Jack
The Butler Cove Series, Book 2
by Natasha Boyd
Read by Jorjeana Marie and Johnathan McClain

AVAILABLE 7/4/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY

(c986) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538424094 $76.00
L 9781538424117  $29.95

Every Little Kiss
The Sequoia Lake Series, Book 2
by Marina Adair
Read by Renée Raudman

AVAILABLE 7/11/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY

(agsg) 8 hours • 7 CDs
 9781536690132 $44.99

Saint Christopher and the 
Gravedigger
by Catherine Cookson
Read by Derek Perkins

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/13/17
FICTION / SAGAS

(c89l) 8 hours • 7 CDs
 9781536631708 $44.99

A Stone of Hope
A Memoir
by Jim St. Germain and Jon Sternfeld
Reader to be announced

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/4/17
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / PERSONAL 
MEMOIRS

(c7x5) 11.75 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538419779 $59.99
L 9781538419786 $39.99

Nazi Literature in the Americas
by Roberto Bolaño
Translated by Chris Andrews
Reader to be announced

AVAILABLE 7/4/17
FICTION / LITERARY

(bkc5) 5 hours • 4 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538433294 $49.00
L 9781538433317 $19.95

The Hunting Grounds
The Hidden Sins Series, Book 2
by Katee Robert
Reader to be announced

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / SUSPENSE

(bkv8) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 9781543601602 $44.99

Falling
The High Stakes Series, Book 1
by Simona Ahrnstedt
Reader to be announced

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17
FICTION / CONTEMPORARY WOMEN

(bjzf) 15 hours • 12 CDs
 9781511342551  $74.99
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The Spree of ’83
by Freddy Powers and Catherine Powers, 
with Jake Brown
Reader to be announced

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/1/17
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY /  
COMPOSERS & MUSICIANS

(c3yd) 11.75 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781441703750 $100.00
L 9781441703897 $29.95

The Fifth Doll
by Charlie N. Holmberg
Read by Angela Dawe

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17
FICTION / FANTASY / HISTORICAL

(agrw) 8 hours • 7 CDs
 9781536670110 $44.99

The Comfort of Secrets
The Sweet Lake Novels, Book 2
by Christine Nolfi
Read by Carly Robins

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/18/17
FICTION / FAMILY LIFE

(agse) 9 hours • 7 CDs
 9781536685831 $44.99

Queen of Bebop
The Musical Lives of Sarah Vaughan
by Elaine M. Hayes
Reader to be announced

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/4/17
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY /  
ENTERTAINMENT & PERFORMING ARTS

(c7wg) 10.75 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538419021 $59.99
L 9781538419038 $39.99

The Little Old Lady Who Struck 
Lucky Again!
A Novel
The League of Pensioners Series, Book 2
by Catharina Ingelman-Sundberg
Read by Patience Tomlinson

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/4/17
FICTION / HUMOROUS

(c7vl) 14.5 hours • 12 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538418062 $59.99
L 9781538418079 $39.99

The Reluctant Queen
The Queens of Renthia Series, Book 2
by Sarah Beth Durst
Reader to be announced

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/4/17
FICTION / FANTASY / EPIC

(c7wm) 12.25 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538419205 $59.99
L 9781538419212 $39.99

Celebration
by Fern Michaels
Read by Laural Merlington

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY

(ap3n) 13 hours • 11 CDs
 9781522632931 $44.99

The Case of the Foot-Loose 
Doll
The Perry Mason Mysteries, Book 59
by Erle Stanley Gardner
Read by Alexander Cendese

AVAILABLE 7/18/17
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE

(agrs) 5 hours • 4 CDs
 9781531828363 $49.99

The Case of the Long-legged 
Models
The Perry Mason Mysteries, Book 58
by Erle Stanley Gardner
Read by Alexander Cendese

AVAILABLE 7/18/17
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE

(agrt) 5 hours • 5 CDs
 9781531828400 $49.99

The Case of the Lucky Loser
The Perry Mason Mysteries, Book 55
by Erle Stanley Gardner
Read by Alexander Cendese

AVAILABLE 7/4/17
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE

(c8au) 5 hours • 4 CDs
 9781531828325 $49.99

The Rogue Agent
The Agent Series, Book 2
by Daniel Judson
Read by Pete Simonelli

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/18/17
FICTION / THRILLERS / ESPIONAGE

(c89h) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 9781531864804 $44.99

Blood Gamble
Disrupted Magic, Book 2
by Melissa F. Olson
Read by Amy McFadden

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17
FICTION / FANTASY / URBAN LIFE

(bjzx) 9 hours • 7 CDs
 9781536694666 $44.99

The Man of Legends
by Kenneth Johnson
Read by a full cast

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/1/17
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUPERNATURAL

(c7sz) 14 hours • 11 CDs
 9781536630732 $44.99

The Truth We Bury
A Novel
by Barbara Taylor Sissel
Read by Donna Postel

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17
FICTION / FAMILY LIFE

(c89s) 9 hours • 7 CDs
 9781536670264 $44.99

Until I Met Her
The Emma Fern Series, Book 1
by Natalie Barelli
Read by Kate Rudd

AVAILABLE 7/13/17
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE

(ahmq) 9 hours • 7 CDs
 9781536690989 $44.99

Parenting the Confident Teen
Stop Disrespect and Raise a Confident Teenager
by Kirk Martin, Casey Martin, Dr. Larry Iverson, 
Liv Montgomery, Pat Pearson, Dawn Jones, 
Sharon Ballantine, Rob Lane, and Cara Lane
Read by various narrators

AVAILABLE 7/18/17
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / PARENTING

(bkb9) 9 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538432754 $100.00
L 9781538432761 $75.00

Reading with Patrick
A Teacher, a Student, and a Life-Changing 
Friendship
by Michelle Kuo
Read by the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/11/17
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY /  
PERSONAL MEMOIRS

(c2wn) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 9781101888698 $86.99

Ends Here
The Road to Nowhere Series, Book 2
by M. Robinson
Reader to be announced

AVAILABLE 7/18/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY

(bngr) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538440018 $90.00
L 9781538440032 $29.95

The Independent One
The Billionaire Bride Pact Series
by Cami Checketts
Read by Amy McFadden

AVAILABLE 7/4/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY

(c716) 5 hours • 4 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538406557 $49.00
L 9781538406571 $19.95

Tropic of Kansas
by Christopher Brown
Reader to be announced

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/11/17
FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / APOCALYPTIC & 
POST-APOCALYPTIC

(bme0) 11.25 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538438077 $76.00
L 9781538438091 $29.95

Celus-5
The Silver Ships Series, Book 8
by Scott H. Jucha
Read by Grover Gardner

AVAILABLE 7/4/17
FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / ACTION & 
ADVENTURE

(agu4) 10.5 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538428146 $100.00
L 9781538428160 $29.95
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JULY DROP-INS
Chasing Grace
What the Quarter Mile Has Taught 
Me about God and Life
by Sanya Richards-Ross
Reader to be announced

Sanya shares triumphant as well as 
heartbreaking stories as she reveals 
her journey to becoming a world-class 
runner. From her childhood in Jamaica 
to the Olympics in Athens, Beijing, 

and London, listeners will be inspired by the unique insights she gained 
through her victories and losses, including her devastating injury during 
the 2016 Olympic Trials, forcing career retirement just weeks before Rio. 
She demonstrates how even this devastating loss brought her closer to 
the ultimate goal of becoming all God created her to be.

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 6/6/17 

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / RELIGIOUS
(c7zd) 4 hours • 4 CDs  9781536693904 $54.99

The Dress in the Window
A Novel
by Sofia Grant
Read by Teri Schnaubelt

Just after the end of World War II, the Brink sisters, 
Jeanne and Penny, team up to bring a breath of 
fresh air to the drab fashion industry. Prosperity, they 
soon realize, is tough to manage.

“This gorgeous novel transports and transforms, leaving the reader  
reluctant to step away from its pages.”

—Rachael Herron, bestselling author of The Ones Who Matter Most

• Print run: 50,000

• The author is an Anthony and RT Book 
Award winner and has been short-listed 
for the Edgar, Barry, and Macavity Awards

• Will appeal to fans of The Girl from the 
Savoy by Hazel Gaynor and Secrets of a 
Charmed Life by Susan Meissner

• Author website: www.SofiaGrant.com

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17
FICTION / HISTORICAL • (bjwf) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538453766 $59.99 L 9781538453773 $39.99

Secret Sisters
A Novel
by Joy Callaway
Read by Alana Kerr Collins

Illinois, 1881. In the battle to organize 
the first sorority in the United States, 
doctoral student Beth Carrington 
will have to take on the faculty and 
other students to see her dream 
come to life.

“An elegant and charming novel.”
—Hazel Gaynor, author of A Memory of Violets,  

on The Fifth Avenue Artists Society

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/11/17 

FICTION / HISTORICAL
(bkxq) 10.75 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538453735 $59.99
L 9781538453742 $39.99

The New Human Rights 
Movement
Reinventing the Economy to End 
Oppression
by Peter Joseph
Read by the author

Peter Joseph speaks on the critical 
importance of a unified activism 
working to overcome the inherent 
injustice of our system, and warns us 

to not ignore its flaws, or face ecological collapse.

“We need to get back to the issue of rights for all. 
Hopefully this important work will draw us closer.”

—Jack Healey, head of Human Rights Action Center

AVAILABLE 7/4/17 

POLITICAL SCIENCE / HUMAN RIGHTS
(bmn7) 14 hours • 11 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538438770 $105.00
L 9781538438794 $29.95

The Immortality Curse
The Matt Kearns Series, Book 3
by Greig Beck
Read by Sean Mangan

An impossibly old man, a family 
gruesomely murdered, and a woman 
whose collection of mythological 
artifacts defies belief: Professor Matt 
Kearns knows they are connected. 
These ancient clues bring Matt out of 

his self-imposed solitude to seek the fabled Fountain of Youth. Matt 
must overcome horrifying adversaries, creatures of legend, and also 
unravel a 5000-year-old mystery that will tear at his very sanity.

AVAILABLE 7/15/17

FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE
(c9jo) 12 hours • 10 CDs  9781489403599 $44.99

Sherlock Holmes and the 
Eisendorf Enigma
The Sherlock Holmes in Minnesota 
Series, Book 8
by Larry Millett
Reader to be announced

Sherlock Holmes’ trip to the Mayo 
Clinic for an examination turns deadly 
as an old foe emerges to plague him. 
He nearly caught the Monster of 

Munich decades before, but that was long ago…

Outstanding…Millett does a superb job of portraying 
Holmes without the familiar Watsonian narration.”

—Publishers Weekly (starred review)

AVAILABLE 7/4/17 

FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE
(c9l4) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538452073 $76.00
L 9781538452097 $29.95

Exiled
The Return of the Elves Series, Book 3
by Bethany Adams
Read by Gabrielle de Cuir  
and Stefan Rudnicki

A willing exile: For a hundred years, 
Delbin has lived on Earth, voluntarily 
cut off from his birth land, Moranaia. A 
hesitant ally: Though Inona has good 
reason to mistrust exiles, part of her 

job is to make sure they aren’t causing trouble. She sets out for Earth 
with one goal: get this annoying mission over with. An unexpected 
enemy: When a rogue Moranaian prince tries to recruit Delbin, Inona’s 
mission becomes anything but standard, and they must team up to 
thwart the prince’s plan.

AVAILABLE 7/4/17 

FICTION / FANTASY
(c9le) 4.5 hours • 4 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538452776 $49.00
L 9781538452790 $19.95

The Null Prophecy
by Dr. Michael Guillen
Reader by George Newbern

Inventor Calder Sinclair and physicist-
turned-news-correspondent Allie 
Armendariz are tasked by the US 
president to close the hole on Earth’s 
magnetosphere before solar radiation 
kills us all.

“[Guillen] succeeds triumphantly…He writes with 
extraordinary grace and clarity.” 

— New York Times

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/10/17 

FICTION / THRILLERS / TECHNOLOGICAL
(c9nx) 9 hours • 7 CDs  9781543614237 $75.99

My Life without God
by William J. Murray
Reader to be announced

As the subject of a famous lawsuit 
that eventually ended up banning 
state-enforced prayer in public 
schools, William Murray reflects on a 
life of drugs and crime that made him 
call out to God.

“My Life without God is a lurid insider’s tale that helped 
to shape the conservative movement when it first 
appeared some thirty years ago. It describes the 

depravity at the heart of the godless, and how close we 
came to losing our moral compass as a nation.”  

—Kenneth R. Timmerman, political writer and activist

AVAILABLE 7/25/17 

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / RELIGIOUS
(c9p6) 10 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538458198 $90.00
L 9781538458211 $29.95

Fingerprints of Previous Owners
A Novel
by Rebecca Entel
Reader to be announced

Driven by curiosity about her small Carribean island, 
Myrna secretly excavates the ruins of a former slave 
plantation. Her investigation into the past will take a 
deeply personal turn in the present.

“Magnificent…[The] prose is lyrical, luminous, and each detail has  
been planted as precisely as a foundation stone.”

—Kirkus Reviews (starred review)

• Made the Chicago Review of Books list for 10 
New Books to Help You Survive the First Six 
Months of Trump

• A unique and interesting perspective on 
the global legacy of slavery and its modern 
implementation through capitalism

• Will appeal to fans of Homegoing by Yaa 
Gyasi and An Untamed State by Roxane Gay

AVAILABLE 7/4/17
FICTION / AFRICAN AMERICAN • (bvzo) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538450673 $69.00 L 9781538450697 $29.95
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Spider-Man: Homecoming
by Marvel
Read by MacLeod Andrews

A junior novel based on the web-slinging teenage 
hero in MARVEL’s Spider-Man: Homecoming!

© 2017 MARVEL © 2017 CPII

• Print run: 75,000

• Spider-Man: Homecoming releases in 
theaters July 7, 2017, and stars Tom 
Holland, Zendaya, Robert Downey Jr., 
Marisa Tomei, and Michael Keaton

• TV’s Ultimate Spider-Man airs on Disney 
XD and is in the middle of its third season

• Marvel has announced plans for another 
Spider-Man animated series, helmed 
by Dan Slott, the current writer for their 
flagship comic series

AVAILABLE 7/7/17 • FOR AGES 8–12
JUVENILE FICTION / ACTION & ADVENTURE / GENERAL • (c0s1) 2 hours • 2 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781504753852 $28.00 L 9781504753876 $19.95 N 9781538451755 $59.99

Attack of the Jack!
The Goosebumps SlappyWorld 
Series, Book 2
by R. L. Stine
Reader to be announced

When they discover an old, locked 
trunk containing a ghostly pirate 
named Jack, Devin and Violet face a 
troubling question: Just how much is 
a pirate’s promise worth?

“[The] genre’s most prolific and reliable master.”
—Kirkus Reviews, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/1/17 •  FOR AGES 8–12 
JUVENILE FICTION / HORROR & GHOST STORIES
(c7m3) 4 hours • 4 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538413760 $49.99
L 9781538413777 $29.95

Darkness of Dragons
The Wings of Fire Series, Book 10
by Tui T. Sutherland
Read by Shannon McManus

Will the return of Darkstalker bring 
a horrible future to Pyrrhia? Or 
can five young dragons save the 
world—again? Don’t miss the thrilling 
conclusion to the epic Wings of Fire 
series!

“[A] perfect adventure for young fantasy fans to sink 
their teeth into.”

—School Library Journal on The Lost Heir

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17 • FOR AGES 8–12 
JUVENILE FICTION / ANIMALS / DRAGONS,  
UNICORNS & MYTHICAL • (c7mb) 9 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  
 9781538413920 $79.99 L 9781538413937 $29.95

The Land of Stories: 
Worlds Collide
The Land of Stories Series, Book 6
by Chris Colfer
Read by the author

With mayhem brewing in the Big 
Apple, Conner and Alex will have 
to win their biggest battle yet. Can 
the twins restore order between the 
human and fairy tale world?

“Will hit big with its combination of earnestness and 
playful poise.”

—New York Times on The Land of Stories: The Wishing Spell

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/18/17 • FOR AGES 8–12 

JUVENILE FICTION / FAIRY TALES & FOLKLORE
(c6k6) 16 hours • 13 CDs  9781478950424 $76.99

Katana at Super Hero High 
(DC Super Hero Girls)
The DC Super Hero Girls Series, Book 4
by Lisa Yee
Read by Stephanie Sheh

In addition to training to be a super 
hero, Katana also follows the noble 
warrior traditions of the Samurai. 
Now a mysterious presence has given 
her the responsibility of guarding a 

hundred ancient Samurai swords—but why her, and for what purpose? 
With the help of Wonder Woman, Supergirl, Ms. Martian, and some 
of her other super friends, she intends to find out. But she just made 
captain of the fencing team, she has a huge school project due, and a 
villain with ties to her family’s past seems to be amassing an army.

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/4/17 • FOR AGES 8–12 
JUVENILE FICTION / COMICS & GRAPHIC NOVELS /  
MEDIA TIE-IN
(c622) 6.5 hours • 5 CDs  9781524751302 $62.99

The Apprentice Witch
by James Nicol
Reader to be announced

When Arianwyn flunks her witch’s 
assessment, she is sent as an 
apprentice to the town of Lull. But the 
worst is still to come, for a mysterious 
darkness has begun to haunt her 
spells. 

“Nicol’s debut offers a fresh take on the genre…
Infused with mystery, adventure, and  

bundles of charm.”
—Bookseller (UK)

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17 • FOR AGES 8–12 

JUVENILE FICTION / FANTASY & MAGIC
(c7dz) 8 hours • 7 CDs  9781338159721 $78.99

The Art of Starving
by Sam J. Miller
Reader to be announced

A darkly funny, moving story of body 
image, addiction, friendship, and 
love, Sam J. Miller’s debut novel will 
resonate with anyone who’s ever 
craved the power that comes with 
self-acceptance.

“Beautifully rendered. This novel will break your heart 
and heal it again. I found myself leaning forward as I 

read it, barely aware of myself turning pages.”
—Jacqueline Woodson, Newbery Honor–winning author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/11/17 • FOR AGES 12–17 
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / SOCIAL THEMES / EATING  
DISORDERS & BODY IMAGE  •  (c7tc) 12.75 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD 
 9781538415634 $59.99 L 9781538415641 $39.99

Princess Bedtime Stories
Snuggle up with Ariel, Cinderella, Tiana, and 
all your favorite princesses with this charming 
collection. Help Cinderella and the mice search 
for a sparkly ring. Dance the night away at 
Aurora’s party. Drift to sleep as Tiana wishes 
on an evening star. Nineteen enchanting tales 
await to send you off to a dreamland of happily 
ever after.

Children’s Favorites: Volume 2
Princess Bedtime Stories & Princess Adventure Stories
by Disney Press
Read by Cassandra Morris

Princess Adventure Stories
Little girls love empowered princess role 
models, and this new addition to the bestselling 
storybook collection series is filled with 
seventeen tales of adventure and bravery starring 
the Disney Princesses. From Belle and Ariel to 
Rapunzel and Tiana, the princesses show their 
courageous spirits as they go on quests and take 
on challenges.

• The storybook collection series has consistently 
high sales, with over 12.5 million copies sold to date

• With a variety of stories perfect for bedtime 
listening, this collection will be treasured by kids 
and parents alike

• Boys and girls of all ages will enjoy this new volume 
that highlights both classic and recent Disney films

• Numerous other Disney titles are also available, 
including the novelizations of Brave, Frozen, Cars 2, 
and Planes: Fire and Rescue

AVAILABLE 7/19/17 • FOR AGES 4–7
JUVENILE FICTION / CLASSICS • (ak8j) 4.5 hours • 4 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538431030 $49.00 L 9781538431054 $19.95

Tales from the Haunted 
Mansion: Volumes I & II
The Fearsome Foursome and 
Midnight at Madame Leota’s
The Tales from the Haunted  
Mansion Series
by Amicus Arcane
Reader to be announced

Welcome, foolish mortals, to Disney 
Press’ spookiest chapter book series 

yet: Tales from the Haunted Mansion! Based on the attractions from 
the Disney Parks, each new book tells the story of one of the Haunted 
Mansion’s 999 ghosts. 

“An excellent addition for freshening up scary  
stories collections.”—School Library Journal

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/18/17 • FOR AGES 8–12

JUVENILE FICTION / HORROR & GHOST STORIES
(c0qs) 16 hours • 13 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781504752053 $118.00
L 9781504752077 $29.95
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Refugee
by Alan Gratz
Reader to be announced

Three children go on harrowing 
journeys in search of refuge. Though 
Josef, Isabel, and Mahmoud are 
separated by continents and decades, 
shocking connections tie their stories 
together in the end. 

“[An] edge-of-the-seat read, bringing light to the 
plight of immigrants who search for safety  

and freedom.” 
—Pam Munoz Ryan, Newbery Honor winning author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17 • FOR AGES 8–12
JUVENILE FICTION / SOCIAL ISSUES / 
EMIGRATION & IMMIGRATION
(bk9t) 11.5 hours • 9 CDs  9781338191073 $78.99

Serafina and the Splintered 
Heart
The Serafina Series, Book 3
by Robert Beatty
Read by Cassandra Campbell

Serafina has awoken into a darkness 
she does not understand, only to find 
that life at Biltmore Estate has changed. 
She must uncover the truth about 
what is happening before it’s too late.

“The chills and adventure will…surely please.”
—Booklist on Serafina and the Black Cloak

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/4/17 • FOR AGES 8–12 

JUVENILE FICTION / ACTION & ADVENTURE
(bkjs) 10 hours • 8 CDs  9781524779498 $95.99\

Daughter of the Burning 
City
by Amanda Foody
Reader to be announced

Sorina’s unique power to manifest 
illusions is a mystery to all. When her 
lifelike illusions become targets of a 
murderer, she is desperate to stop the 
slayings and unravel the horrifying 
truth.

“Wow! A dark and dangerous tale, a world like no 
other, and heroism of the weirdest kind!”

—Tamora Pierce, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17 • FOR AGES 12–17 

YOUNG ADULT FICTION / FANTASY / DARK FANTASY
(ahrq) 12.75 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538429914 $105.00
L 9781538429938 $29.95 N 9781538451656 $74.99

Contribute
The Holo Series, Book 2
by Kristy Acevedo
Reader to be announced

The holograms lied to everyone 
on Earth, and only Alexandra Lucas 
knows the truth. Now she’s trapped in 
the year 2359 with a secret that could 
shatter her society.

“Measured pacing, captivating relationships,  
and unexpected plot turns make Consider an  

exciting debut.”
—South Coast Almanac on Consider

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/1/17 • FOR AGES 12–17 

YOUNG ADULT FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION
(bphw) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781504740166 $90.00
L 9781504740173 $29.95

A Promising Life
Coming of Age with America, A Novel
by Emily Arnold McCully
Reader to be announced

For as long as he can remember, Jean 
Baptiste Charbonneau has been told 
that a promising future lies ahead 
of him. After all, his mother is the 
great Sacagawea, who accompanied 
Lewis and Clark on their expedition 

of discovery. His life changes forever when Captain Clark offers him 
an education in the bustling new city of St. Louis. He makes friends 
and undertakes unexpected journeys to far-off places. But he also 
witnesses the injustices Clark, as a US agent for Indian Affairs, forces 
upon the Osage, the Arikara, the Mandan, and so many others.

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17 • FOR AGES 8–12 
JUVENILE FICTION / GENERAL
(c7e4) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs  9781338159691 $86.99

Stick Dog Craves Candy
The Stick Dog Series, Book 7
by Tom Watson
Reader to be announced

It’s Halloween time, and Stick Dog is 
determined to treat his gang to the 
best candy on the block. They’ll have 
to avoid the kids dressed as creepy 
witches and spooky ghosts to get it, 
though.

“Full of silly, slapstick doggy humor.”
—Kirkus Reviews on Stick Dog Dreams of Ice Cream

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17 • FOR AGES 8–12 
JUVENILE FICTION / ANIMALS / DOGS
(c7x4) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538419748 $49.99
L 9781538419755 $39.99

Buried Heart
The Court of Fives Series, Book 3
by Kate Elliott
Reader to be announced

Jes must find a way to unite 
Commoners and their Patron 
overlords to defend their home from 
foreign enemies. Will she be able to 
bring together groups who have long 
despised each other?

“Kate Elliott’s magic and mastery is better than ever. 
Court of Fives enchanted me from start to finish.”
—Marie Lu, New York Times bestselling author, on Court of Fives

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17 • FOR AGES 12–17 
YOUNG ADULT FICTION /  
ACTION & ADVENTURE / SURVIVAL STORIES
(c6ka) 13 hours • 10 CDs  9781478950653 $109.99

Almost Paradise
by Corabel Shofner
Reader to be announced

Twelve-year-old Ruby Clyde 
Henderson’s life turns upside down 
the day her mother’s boyfriend holds 
up a convenience store and her 
mother is wrongly jailed for assisting 
with the crime.

“Gets everything so right: characters, plot, setting, 
voice…Both entertains and enlightens.” 

—Booklist (starred review)

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17 • FOR AGES 8–12 

JUVENILE FICTION / ACTION & ADVENTURE
(bkht) 10 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538434499 $90.00
L 9781538434512 $29.95 N 9781538451687 $74.99

Little Monsters
by Kara Thomas
Read by Phoebe Strole and Brittany 
Pressley

Kacey’s new life living with her father 
is eerily charming until her friend goes 
missing. She is about to learn some 
very important lessons: appearances 
can be deceiving and when you’re the 
new girl, you shouldn’t trust anyone.

“A psychological thriller strongly rooted in the true 
crime tradition…Expertly plotted with plenty of 

twists and turns.”
—Booklist (starred review) on The Darkest Corners

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17 • FOR AGES 12–17 
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / MYSTERIES & DETECTIVE STORIES
(c6gv) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs  9781524776374 $103.99

The Sands of Shark Island
The School Ship Tobermory Series, 
Book 2
by Alexander McCall Smith
Read by Nicholas Guy Smith

Ben and Fee MacTavish and their 
schoolmates board the School Ship 
Tobermory to sail to a small Caribbean 
island. But they’ll have to use their 
wits to overcome evil pirates.

“Instilled with wholesome values, intelligence,  
and action. A comfortable, wise tale that is more  

than anything a story of friendship.” 
—Kirkus Reviews

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/11/17 • FOR AGES 8–12 

JUVENILE FICTION / SCHOOL & EDUCATION
(c626) 5 hours • 5 CDs  9781524776114 $78.99

What to Say Next
by Julie Buxbaum
Reader to be announced

An unlikely friendship between 
popular Kit Lowell and socially 
isolated David Drucker surprises 
everyone, even Kit and David. 
But when she asks for his help 
investigating her dad’s car accident, 
neither can predict what they’ll find.

“This novel is so compulsively readable that you’ll be 
surprised how deeply your emotions are stirred.”

—Christina Baker Kline, #1 New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/11/17 • FOR AGES 12–17 
JUVENILE FICTION / SOCIAL ISSUES / DEATH & DYING
(c235) 9 hours • 8 CDs  9781524709495 $103.99

Vanguard
The Razorland Series, Book 4
by Ann Aguirre
Reader to be announced

In the fourth installment of the 
Razorland series, Tegan teams up 
with Millie Faraday and warrior-poet 
James Morrow on an epic journey of 
adventure and self-discovery.

“This well-paced zombie-esque adventure in an 
urban wasteland will keep fans happy.” 

—Kirkus Reviews

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 7/25/17 • FOR AGES 12–17 
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / DYSTOPIAN
(c7rn) 11 hours • 9 CDs  9781427285560 $96.99
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AUGUST PREVIEWAUGUST PREVIEW
EXCLUSIVE!

The Store
by James Patterson and Richard DiLallo
Reader to be announced

Writers Jacob and Megan Brandeis go 
undercover to take on the Store, a retail 
behemoth that has helped usher in an 
age of unparalleled convenience—but 
at what price? Harboring a secret that 
could get him killed, Jacob has to find 
a way to publish his expose before the 
truth dies with him.

• Print run: 500,000

• #1 New York Times bestselling authors

• Ties into current events concerning the future of physical books and the 
power of online retailing

• Patterson and DiLallo’s last joint thriller was a #1 New York Times 
bestseller, shipping over 670,000 copies

“A haunting account of a bleak time in America’s  
history…A revelation.”

—BookReporter.com on Alex Cross’s Trial

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 8/14/17
FICTION / THRILLERS / CRIME • (c6ox) 9 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781478950271 $90.99 L 9781478950295 $29.99

Glass Houses
The Chief Inspector Gamache Novels, 
Book 13
by Louise Penny
Read by Robert Bathurst

When a mysterious figure appears on 
the village green in Three Pines, Chief 
Superintendent Gamache knows 
something is seriously wrong. Yet he 
must watch and wait—and hope his 
fears are not realized.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Gamache novels have won the Agatha, Macavity, Barry, Anthony, and 
Dilys awards

• Will appeal to fans of Deborah Crombie’s Kincaid and James mysteries, 
Elizabeth George’s Inspector Lynley series, and Peter Lovesey’s Peter 
Diamond series

“Another bravura performance from an author who has 
reinvented the village mystery as profoundly as Dashiell 

Hammett transformed the detective novel.”
—Booklist (starred review) on How the Light Gets In

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 8/29/17
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / POLICE PROCEDURAL • (c92e) 13 hours • 10 CDs
 9781427287397 $86.99

I Know a Secret
The Rizzoli and Isles Series, Book 12
by Tess Gerritsen
Read by Tanya Eby

The crime-solving duo of Detective Jane Rizzoli 
and medical examiner Maura Isles investigate the 
gruesome murder of a horror-film producer and soon 
realize the killer has a wide circle of targets.

• New York Times bestselling author

• TNT’s series on the Rizzoli and Isles novels was a top-rated show

• For fans of Deborah Crombie and Patricia Cornwell

“Gerritsen’s clever plotting and medical knowledge give her thrillers  
that extra edge. Expect a white-knuckle ride.”
—Paula Hawkins, #1 New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 8/15/17
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / POLICE PROCEDURAL • (bjzr) 11 hours • 9 CDs
 9781480502512 $75.99

Gone to Dust
by Matt Goldman
Reader to be announced

PI Nils Shapiro lands an impossible case: a dead body 
found covered with dust from hundreds of vacuum 
cleaner bags, obscuring all potential DNA evidence. 
It’s the ultimate cover-up. How do you solve a murder 
with no useable evidence?

• Goldman is an Emmy-winning television writer for Seinfeld, Ellen, and others
• Gone to Dust has received advanced praise from the author’s peers
• Will appeal to fans of Roger Stelljes and Tim Tigner

“Irreverent and insightful, private detective Nils Shapiro  
is sure to become a fan favorite.”

—Harlan Coben, #1 New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 8/15/17
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / GENERAL • (c1yn) 10 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781504768801 $90.00 L 9781504768825 $29.95
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Devil’s Cut
The Bourbon Kings Series, Book 3
by J. R. Ward
Reader to be announced

With his brother on trial for patricide, Lane Baldwine 
is now the head of the family—and the Bradford Bour-
bon Company. But his lover, Sutton Smythe, is the CEO 
of their biggest rival. 

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Author website: JRWard.com

• National advertising campaign

“A most sinful indulgence. . .The gorgeous Kentucky  
backdrop will sweep you away.”
—Susan Wiggs, author of The Mistress

AVAILABLE 8/1/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY • (c6o1) 12.5 hours • 10 CDs
 9781524780005 $95.99

Dragonsworn
The Dark-Hunter Novels, Book 28
by Sherrilyn Kenyon
Read by Holter Graham

Medea, granddaughter of Apollo, knows of a weapon 
that can halt the ancient god’s wrath, but it’s in the 
hands of a demonic dragon that may be a bigger 
threat to humanity than the enraged Apollo.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• The reigning queen of the wildly successful paranormal scene, Kenyon’s 
fanbase is colossal

“There are few authors who can deliver such epic adventures book after 
book, but Kenyon is at the top of that list.”

—RT Book Reviews (4½ stars, Top Pick!), praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 8/1/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / FANTASY • (c43v) 9 hours • 7 CDs
 9781511363211 $75.99

The Saboteur
by Andrew Gross
Read by Edoardo Ballerini

Based on the true story of Norwegian comman-
dos who pull off the most daring raid of WWII, The 
Saboteur is a richly woven story probing the limits of 
heroism, sacrifice, and determination.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Based on a true story of resistance in World War II

• Author website: AndrewGrossBooks.com

“As moving as it is gripping. A winner on all fronts.”
— Booklist (starred review) on The One Man 

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 8/22/17
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (c91f) 12 hours • 10 CDs
 9781427289872 $86.99

Barely Legal
The Herbie Fisher Series, Book 1
by Stuart Woods and Parnell Hall
Reader to be announced

Protegé of Stone Barrington, Herbie Fisher has trans-
formed from a bumbling sad sack into a capable man 
about town, and now all of his training is about to be 
put to the test.

• New York Times bestselling author duo

• Stone Barrington will make a cameo appearance in this novel

• Will appeal to fans of David Baldacchi, Lee Child, and James Patterson

“Fans are sure to welcome this action-packed start to a separate series 
within the larger Stone Barrington story arc.”

—Publishers Weekly on Smooth Operator

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 8/8/17
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (c7nj) 8 hours • 7 CDs
 9780525492344 $78.99

Map of the Heart
A Novel
by Susan Wiggs
Reader to be announced

Camille’s aging father asks her to go with him to his 
native France, where they will return to to the terrify-
ing days of the Second World War and uncover their 
family’s surprising history.

• Print run: 250,000

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Wiggs is one of the most popular writers of contemporary women’s fiction

“Clever, creative, and ingenious, this is Susan Wiggs at her best. I 
devoured the book, turning the pages so fast I got a papercut!”

—Debbie Macomber, New York Times bestselling author, on Family Tree

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 8/8/17
FICTION / CONTEMPORARY WOMEN • (c7vx) 10.75 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538418420 $59.99 L 9781538418437 $39.99

The Killing Files
The Project Trilogy, Book 2
by Nikki Owen
Read by January LaVoy

Dr Maria Martinez is out of prison. She wants to go 
home to her family, but first must escape the Project, 
the ruthless organization that framed her. To survive, 
she’ll have to keep one step ahead.

• The Killing Files has been short-listed for BookNoir’s Book of the Year award

• Author was named a rising star in fiction by Amazon

• Author has high visibility as a columnist for Weekend magazine

“Powerful and gripping.”
—Kimberly Chambers, bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 8/15/17
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (bfsd) 10.5 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781504780582 $76.00 L 9781504780605 $29.95
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A Nest of Vipers
The Inspector Montalbano Mysteries, Book 21
by Andrea Camilleri
Translated by Stephen Sartarelli
Read by Grover Gardner

Montalbano investigates the death of wealthy 
accountant Cosimo Barletta in a case involving a 
string of mistresses, family secrets, and a history full of 
extortion, greed, and corruption.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Grover Gardner’s narration of Voice of the Violin won the 2009 Audie Award

“Like Mike Hammer or Sam Spade, Montalbano is the kind of  
guy who can’t stay out of trouble.”

—Nation, praise for the series

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 8/1/17
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / GENERAL • (c98j) 9 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538424612 $76.00 L 9781538424636 $29.95

Exposed
The Rosato and DiNunzio Series, Book 5
by Lisa Scottoline
Reader to be announced

Mary DiNunzio wants to represent her old friend 
Simon Pensiera, but her partner represents the parent 
company. Soon everyone is forced to take sides, turn-
ing friend against friend.

• New York Times bestselling author

• National print publicity

• Will appeal to fans of Kathy Reichs and Tess Gerritsen

“Outstanding…Tensions mount until the story concludes  
with a satisfying, unexpected twist.”

—Publishers Weekly (starred review) on Damaged

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 8/15/17
FICTION / THRILLERS / LEGAL • (c7r8) 11 hours • 9 CDs
 9781427285744 $86.99

Seeing Red
by Sandra Brown
Reader to be announced

Sure to keep listeners on the edge of their seats, 
this new audiobook will feature Brown’s signature 
combination of steamy romance and jaw-dropping 
plot twists. 

• Print run: 300,000

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of thrillers by Nora Roberts and Lisa Jackson

• Brown has over 80 million books in print worldwide, and her work has been 
translated into thirty-four languages

“Hair-raising…A perfect mix of thriller and romantic suspense.”
—USA Today on Lethal

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 8/15/17
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (c7ft) 11 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781478989967 $105.99 L 9781478989974 $44.99

Pablo Escobar
My Father
by Juan Pablo Escobar
Reader to be announced

More than two decades after the full-fledged 
manhunt finally caught up with the king of cocaine, 
Juan Pablo Escobar travels to the past to reveal an 
unabridged version of his father.

• Print run: 60,000

• An international bestseller

• National print and online publicity

“The matter-of-fact prose serves the material well—when one’s daily life 
is a surreal blur of excess and danger, there’s no need for embellishment.”

—Publishers Weekly

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 8/29/17
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / PERSONAL MEMOIRS 
(c6jd) 12.5 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781470862923 $105.00 L 9781470862947 $29.95

Any Dream Will Do
A Novel
by Debbie Macomber
Reader to be announced

Troubled Shay and a recently-widowed Pastor Drew 
find the strength to overcome their painful histories. 
Now, they can face the challenge of learning to trust 
and love again—together.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Author website: DebbieMacomber.com

• National advertising campaign

• More than 200 million copies of Macomber’s books in print worldwide

“Macomber is a master storyteller.” 
—RT Book Reviews, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 8/8/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY • (c6vy) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 9781524783679 $86.99

Magic Binds
The Kate Daniels Series, Book 9
by Ilona Andrews
Read by Renée Raudman

Kate and the former Beast Lord Curran Lennart are 
finally making their relationship official. But a witch’s 
dire oracle and power-obsessed father may stand in 
the way of their walk to the altar.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author and series

• More than one review has referred to this urban fantasy series as one of the 
best ever written

“One of the brightest voices in urban fantasy…Ilona Andrews  
delivers only the best.” 

—Jeaniene Frost, New York Times bestselling author

AVAILABLE 8/1/17
FICTION / FANTASY / URBAN LIFE • (bz3i) 13 hours • 11 CDs
 9781480540415 $44.99
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Crime Scene
A Novel
by Jonathan Kellerman and Jesse Kellerman
Reader to be announced

A former star athlete turned coroner’s investigator is 
drawn into a brutal, complicated murder in this psy-
chological thriller from a New York Times bestselling 
father-son writing team.

• Jonathan Kellerman is a #1 New York Times bestselling author of more than 
two dozen crime novels

• Jesse Kellerman, also a New York Times bestselling author, won the Princess 
Grace Award for best young American playwright

“Brilliant, page-turning fiction.”
—Stephen King, praise for the authors

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 8/1/17
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (c7iy) 12 hours • 10 CDs
 9780525492504 $95.99

Y is for...
by Sue Grafton
Reader to be announced

This dark case report from Kinsey Millhone’s files 
begins when teenagers from a private school sexually 
assault a young classmate—and film the attack. Now, 
the tape arrives with a ransom note.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Both Sue and Kinsey are brand names, beloved by both sexes and all ages, 
regardless of race, creed, color, or locale

• Will appeal to fans of Sara Paretsky’s V. I. Warshawski series

“Lesser authors churn out books. Grafton continues to  
knock them out of the park.” 

—Louisville Courier-Journal, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 8/22/17
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / WOMEN SLEUTHS • (c8za) 15 hours • 12 CDs
 9780385393997 $95.99

The Room of White Fire
by T. Jefferson Parker
Read by Will Damron

Roland Ford—once a cop, then a marine, now a PI—is 
good at finding people. But when he’s asked to find 
Air Force veteran Clay Hickman, he knows something 
is wrong, because he’s getting a different story from 
everyone involved.

• Jefferson Parker is one of only two authors ever to win three Edgar Awards

• With The Room of White Fire, Parker introduces Roland Ford, a tough and 
driven private investigator with a difficult past

“Parker’s drum-tight prose and richly layered characters borrow a bit 
from Raymond Chandler’s hard-boiled LA noirs.”

—Entertainment Weekly

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 8/22/17
FICTION / THRILLERS • (c7jf) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 9781524775698 $86.99

Goddess of Light
The Goddess Summoning Series, Book 3
by P. C. Cast
Read by Caitlin Davies

Pamela Gray wants to be treated like a goddess—
preferably by a god. As she whispers her wish, she 
unwittingly invokes the goddess Artemis, who has 
some tricks up her celestial sleeve.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• More titles in the series are also available

• Will appeal to fans of Deborah Harkness and Melissa de la Cruz

“Sexy, charming, and fun.”
—Susan Grant, New York Times bestselling author, praise for the series

AVAILABLE 8/8/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / FANTASY • (c7dk) 11 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538410134 $76.00 L 9781538410158 $29.95

Goddess of the Rose
The Goddess Summoning Series, Book 4
by P. C. Cast
Reader to be announced

Long ago, an enraged Hecate cursed her guardian 
beast and the entire Realm with a slumber only a 
priestess can undo—and she’s counting on Mikki to 
set things right.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• More titles in the series are also available from Blackstone

• Will appeal to fans of Deborah Harkness and Melissa de la Cruz

“Sexy, charming, and fun.”
—Susan Grant, New York Times bestselling author, praise for the series

AVAILABLE 8/15/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / FANTASY • (c7dm) 12.5 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538410271 $105.00 L 9781538410295 $29.95

The Bridegroom
Stories
by Ha Jin
Reader to be announced

This collection of comical and deeply moving tales of 
contemporary China are as warm and human as they 
are surprising, disturbing, and delightful.

• Ha Jin has won the National Book Award, as well as many other awards, and 
his stories have appeared in The Best American Short Stories anthologies

• Ha Jin was inducted into the American Academy of Arts and Letters in 2014

• Will appeal to fans of China Rich Girlfriend by Kevin Kwan and Mr. Muo’s 
Travelling Couch by Dai Sijie

“Finely wrought…Every story here is cut like a stone.”
—Chicago Sun-Times

AVAILABLE 8/1/17
FICTION / SHORT STORIES • (c9e7) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538451045 $69.00 L 9781538451069 $29.95
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Escape to Hope Ranch
The Montana Heat Series, Book 2
by Jennifer Ryan
Reader to be announced

DEA Agent Beck “Trigger” Cooke finds a missing wom-
an and her child and hides them away from a sadistic 
madman. The two begin to fall in love—but danger 
still lurks outside the ranch.

• Print run: 150,000

• USA Today bestselling author

• Will appeal to mystery lovers as well as romance fans

“Ryan ignites slow-burning heat. Will leave readers  
anxious for the next in the series.” 

—Publishers Weekly (starred review) on Her Renegade Rancher

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 8/29/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / SUSPENSE • (c7ug) 12.75 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538416839 $59.99 L 9781538416846 $39.99

How to Change a Life
by Stacey Ballis
Reader to be announced

After the passing of their favorite teacher, childhood 
friends Eloise, Lynne, and Teresa revamp their senior class 
assignment and dare each other to create a bucket list to 
accomplish by the time they each turn forty in May. 

• Explores themes of female friendship, getting older, and love—perfect  
for book clubs

• Will appeal to fans of Jennifer Weiner, Jen Lancaster, and Emily Giffin

• Includes Ballis’ signature recipes

“With the perfect blend of humor and heart, Ballis’ writing is 
 powerfully honest and genuinely hilarious.”

—Jen Lancaster, New York Times bestselling author, on Recipe for Disaster

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 8/15/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / ROMANTIC COMEDY • (bjx5) 14 hours • 11 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538431641 $109.00 L 9781538431665 $29.95

Charlatans
by Robin Cook
Reader to be announced

When a number of suspicious deaths under anesthe-
sia occur, Boston Memorial Hospital chief resident 
Noah Rothauser must investigate to find out what 
went wrong— and what he finds is chilling.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of CSI and Bones 

• Author website: RobinCook.com

“Engrossing…Cook does a good job of making the  
medicine intelligible.”

—Publishers Weekly on Host

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 8/22/17
FICTION / THRILLERS / MEDICAL • (c734) 11 hours • 9 CDs
 9781524775599 $95.99

By Night in Chile
by Roberto Bolaño
Translated by Chris Andrews
Reader to be announced

By Night in Chile pours out the dark, self-justify-
ing memories of Jesuit priest Father Urrutia in a 
heart-stopping and hypnotic deathbed confession 
that revolves around Opus Dei and Pinochet.

• Bolaño’s work has achieved an acclaim rarely enjoyed by literature in 
translation

• Will appeal to fans of Thomas Pynchon, Don Delillo, and Michel Houellebecq

“Bolaño’s febrile narrative tack and occasional surreal touches bring to 
mind the classics of Latin American magic realism.” 

—New York Times

AVAILABLE 8/8/17
FICTION / LITERARY • (bkc4) 4 hours • 4 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538433225 $49.00 L 9781538433249 $19.95

The Seventh Function of Language
A Novel
by Laurent Binet
Translated by Sam Taylor
Reader to be announced

Paris, 1980. The literary critic Roland Barthes dies―
struck by a laundry van―after lunch with the presi-
dential candidate François Mitterand. But was it an 
accident or murder?

• Upon its European publication, this book has already won awards and acclaim

• Binet’s first novel, HHhH, was a finalist for the National Book Critics Circle Award 

A rollicking crime caper…It had me rolling on the floor of  
the Paris Metro when I read it.”

—Observer (London)

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 8/1/17
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / GENERAL • (c6jm) 13 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781470863272 $105.00 L 9781470863296 $29.95

The Readymade Thief
by Augustus Rose
Read by Emily Rankin

Lee reluctantly accepts refuge in the Crystal Castle—a 
cooperative of homeless kids squatting in an derelict 
building. But homeless kids are disappearing, and Lee 
learns the charitable façade is too good to be true. 

• High concept novels like Mr. Penumbra’s 24 Hour Bookshop and Codex have 
become a fiction category of their own, attracting a passionate fan base

•  Lee is an irresistible, fierce female character whom listeners will root for from 
page one

“The Readymade Thief is my favorite kind of book: an improbable one.”
—Robin Sloan, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 8/1/17
FICTION / COMING OF AGE • (c80s) 12 hours • 11 CDs
 9781524777753 $95.99
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A Stranger in the House
by Shari Lapeña
Reader to be announced

After a woman is involved in a suspicious accident, 
the unsettling questions that emerge when she can’t 
account for herself threaten to tear her life apart—
starting with her marriage.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Domestic suspense has never been hotter, and Shari Lapeña is positioned to 
be the next big star in the category

• Will appeal to fans of Gillian Flynn and Ruth Ware

“So many dizzying twists you’d better not drive after reading!” 
—Linwood Barclay, New York Times bestselling autho

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 8/15/17
FICTION / THRILLERS / PSYCHOLOGICAL • (c9bh) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs
 9780525498544 $78.99

A Million to One
The Millionth Series, Book 2
by Tony Faggioli
Reader to be announced

Some victories come at a high price. Some defeats are 
met with defiance. There is hell, and then there is hell 
on earth. And worst of all? There are some demons 
that you never see coming.

• Paranormal fantasy is in the midst of a genre-bending golden age

• A thrilling mixture of humor and horror, angels and demons, divine 
revelations and dogged police work

“Peppered with humor and drenched in horror…A fast-paced sequel 
involving angelic and demonic machinations.”

—Kirkus Reviews

AVAILABLE 8/1/17
FICTION / FANTASY / PARANORMAL • (bktz) 13.5 hours • 11 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538436417 $109.00 L 9781538436431 $29.95

The Color of Fear
The Sharon McCone Mysteries
by Marcia Muller
Reader to be announced

Sharon McCone’s father, Elwood, has been the victim 
of a vicious, racially motivated attack. With little prog-
ress on the investigation from police, she resolves to 
track down the attackers herself.

• New York Times and USA Today bestselling author

• Sharon McCone was awarded the 2010 Shamus Award for Best PI Series 
Character

• Muller has received every major mystery award, including the MWA Grand Master 
Award and the Private Eye Writers of America Lifetime Achievement Award

“One of the world’s premier mystery writers.”
—Cleveland Plain Dealer, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 8/8/17
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / WOMEN SLEUTHS • (c7g6) 8 hours • 7 CDs
 9781478989998 $76.99

Why Gender Matters
What Parents and Teachers Need to Know about 
the Emerging Science of Sex Differences
by Leonard Sax, MD, PhD
Reader to be announced

Are boys and girls really different? Dr. Leonard Sax 
address issues like discipline, learning, risk taking, ag-
gression, sex, and drugs, to show boys and girls react 
in predictable and different ways.

• Updated text including new research on vision, hearing, and mathmatics teaching

• Will appeal to fans of Bringing Up Boys by James Dobson

“Extremely readable…Sax’s findings, insights, and provocative point of 
view should be of interest and help to many.”

—New York Post

AVAILABLE 8/29/17
SOCIAL SCIENCE / GENDER STUDIES • (c2im) 9 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781504784627 $76.00 L 9781504784641 $29.95

Star Wars: Phasma
by Delilah S. Dawson
Reader to be announced

Part of the “Journey to Star Wars: The Last Jedi” pro-
gram, Star Wars: Phasma will reveal the origins of the 
mysterious chrome stormtrooper.

• Dawson also writes the Shadow Series as Lila Bowen

• Tells the backstory of Captain Phasma, a popular character from the new Star 
Wars films

• Comes just as audiences are getting primed for the next Star Wars film and 
eager for more content

• Since Lords of the Sith, almost every new Star Wars novel has landed on the 
New York Times bestseller list

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 8/29/17
FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / SPACE OPERA • (c9gc) 12 hours • 10 CDs
 9780525524281 $95.99

The Forbidden
by Jodi Ellen Malpas
Reader to be announced

Annie instantly feels that “spark” upon meeting Jack. 
Their passionate night together overwhelms her, and 
she slips away in the morning, not knowing that Jack 
belongs to another—he’s forbidden.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of Mastered by Maya Banks and the Calendar Girl series  
by Audrey Carlan

• Online advertising and extensive media campaign

“Readers will love this book from the very beginning! The characters are 
so real and flawed that fans feel as if they’re alongside them.”

—RT Book Reviews (4 stars, Top Pick!) on The Protector

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 8/8/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / EROTICA • (c41v) 16 hours • 13 CDs
 9781478946076 $123.99
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